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Letter from the
Editors
It's the beginning of another year and as each
year comes around it seems that time passes
ever more quickly. Never more so than in the
auction room where we are always looking
forward to the next sale or event - and there
are plenty of those to choose from in 2013!
Clocks and watches are a reflection of our
preoccupation with the passage of time and they
rarely come better than the collection of exquisite
pocket watches coming up in Philadelphia in May;
specialist Madeline McCauley finds herself smitten
with a rare 17th century enameled example from the
collection of David S. Landes (page 40). Meanwhile a
collection of 17th century clocks are being offered in Edinburgh
in March, including a magnificent longcase by Johannes Fromanteel
(page 26).
The New Year is traditionally a time to make some changes and in Philadelphia the picture
department have created two new sales for June 2013: European Art & Old Masters and American
Art & Pennsylvania Impressionists. You can read all about these sales which will include paintings
from the Forbes Collection, New York (page 42). In Edinburgh, the biennial sale of Contemporary
and Post-War Art will include works from the MacAllister-Dukes Collection. William Jackson
writes about the collection, which includes work by Joseph Beuys and Paul Neagu (page 32).
Whether your interest lies with Contemporary art or American furniture, we hope you enjoy
reading the features from our contributors. Alice Strang, senior curator at the Scottish National
Gallery of Modern Art, talks about her exhibition of Scottish Colourist S.J. Peploe (page 54) and
Anne Henry spoke with Anthony Elms about his role at the Institute of Contemporary Art and the
2014 Whitney Biennial (page 56). This March, Winterthur Museum's Furniture Forum will kick-off
the year-long Four Centuries of Massachusetts Furniture project, Lynda Cain, Freemans American
Furniture specialist, sat down with Senior Curator of Collections at Boston's Historic New England,
Nancy Carlisle, about the upcoming forum on Boston Furniture (page 49).
Everyone seems to be incredibly busy these days however we hope that you will find the time this
season to visit us on either side of the Atlantic or on both - we promise to offer you a warm
welcome!

PLEASE NOTE:
The currency exchange
rate at the time of going to
press was US$1.60=GBP1.

Alex Dove

Tara Theune Davis

The ‘sold for’ prices shown
for both Freeman’s and
Lyon & Turnbull include
the buyers’ premium.
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Autumn 2012 Highlights
A CHARLES I COMMUNION CUP
CIRCA 1640, ROBERT GARDYNE I

Sold for £25,000 ($40,000)
ALBIN, ELEAZAR

A natural history of birds.
London, 1731-1740.
Sold for £13,750 ($22,000)

A RARE CHARLES I DISC-END
SPOON
BY PETER NEILSON, EDINBURGH
1648-1650 OR 1655-1657

Sold for £27,500 ($44,000)

August

LYON & TURNBULL
SCOTTISH SILVER &
ACCESSORIES
August 14, 2012

LYON & TURNBULL
RARE BOOKS &
MANUSCRIPTS
August 29, 2012

LYON & TURNBULL
SCOTTISH
CONTEMPORARY &
POST-WAR ART
August 15, 2012

LEON MORROCCO R.S.A., R.G.I
(SCOTTISH B. 1942)

STILL LIFE
Sold for £11,250 ($18,000)
JYOTI M. BHATT
(INDIAN B. 1934)

KASHMIRI GIRL
Sold for £9,375 ($15,000)
JYOTI M. BHATT
(INDIAN B. 1934)

WAITING WOMAN
Sold for £8,750 ($14,000)
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FRANCES MACDONALD MACNAIR
(SCOTTISH 1874-1921)

GIRL WITH BLUE BUTTERFLIES
Sold for £133,250 ($213,200)
AUCTION RECORD

LYON & TURNBULL
THE TAFFNER COLLECTION
September 07, 2012

CHARLES RENNIE MACKINTOSH
(SCOTTISH 1868-1928)

YELLOW TULIPS
Sold for £157,250 ($251,600)

CHARLES RENNIE MACKINTOSH
(SCOTTISH 1868-1928)

THREE SUITES OF SILVER CUTLERY, 1902
Sold for £107,000 ($171,200)
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Autumn 2012 Highlights

RARE CHINESE ZITAN LONG TABLE
QIANLONG PERIOD

Sold for $134,500 (£84,060)

LARGE AND FINE CHINESE FLAMBÉ
GLAZED PORCELAIN VASE
QIANLONG MARK AND PERIOD

Sold for $182,500 (£114,060)

FREEMAN’S
FINE ASIAN ARTS
September 09, 2012

FINE CHINESE FAMILLE ROSE
'PEACH AND BAT' PORCELAIN VASE
DAOGUANG MARK AND OF THE PERIOD

Sold for $80,500 (£50,315)

September/October
FREEMAN’S
PHOTOGRAPHS & PHOTOBOOKS
September 19, 2012

ROBERT MAPPLETHORPE
(AMERICAN 1946-1989)

‘LYDIA CHENG’
Sold for $22,500 (£14,060)
GEORGE TICE
(AMERICAN B. 1938)

AMISH SCENES
(PORTOFOLIO OF TWENTY FIVE PRINTS)
Sold for $18,750 (£11,720)
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AUTOGRAPH MANUSCRIPT
EDISON, THOMAS A.

Laboratory Notebook.
Sold for $50,000 (£31,250)

AUTOGRAPH MANUSCRIPT SIGNED.
DOYLE, ARTHUR CONAN.

‘Mr. Sherlock Holmes to His Friends.’
[London], Jan., 1927.
Sold for $80,500 (£50,310)

FREEMAN’S
BOOKS, MAPS & MANUSCRIPTS
September 20, 2012

INTERNATIONAL SALE
OLD MASTER PAINTINGS, DRAWINGS
& PRINTS
October 03, 2012/October 11, 2012

ATTRIBUTED TO ELIAS
GOTTLOB HAUSSMANN
(GERMAN 1695-1774)

JOHANN SEBASTIAN BACH
Sold for $122,500 (£76,560)
AUCTION RECORD

CIRCLE OF DIEGO VELASQUEZ
(SPANISH 1599-1660)

ATTRIBUTED TO DOMENICO FETTI

HEAD AND SHOULDER PORTRAIT OF
DON GASPAR DE GUZMÁN (1587-1645),
COUNT-DUKE OF OLIVAR

(ITALIAN 1589-1624)

DAVID WITH THE HEAD OF GOLIATH

Sold for £25,000 ($40,000)

Sold for $86,500 (£54,060)
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Autumn 2012 Highlights
PAIR OF 15 INCH REGENCY
TERRESTRIAL AND CELESTIAL
LIBRARY GLOBES
BY J. & W. CARY, LONDON, 1820/1824

Sold for £24,320 ($38,910)
FINE JAPANESE SILVERED BRONZE
MODEL OF A HAWK, ON SILVER
MOUNTED LACQUERED STAND
MEIJI PERIOD

Sold for $74,500 (£46,560)

INTERNATIONAL SALE
FINE ANTIQUES &
DECORATIVE ARTS
October 03, 2012/
October 11, 2012

FINE LOUIS XVI GILT
BRONZE MOUNTED
COMMODE A L’ANGLAISE
19TH CENTURY, STAMPED
‘PERREAU’

Sold for $42,000
(£26,250)

October/November
LYON & TURNBULL
DECORATIVE ARTS &
DESIGN
November 07, 2012

FREEMAN’S
RUGS & CARPETS
October 10, 2012

TUDRIC PEWTER AND ENAMEL
MANTEL CLOCK
ARCHIBALD KNOX (1864-1933) FOR
LIBERTY & CO., LONDON, CIRCA 1900

Sold for £5,750 ($9,200)

'MAY AVENUE' PATTERN
CONICAL SUGAR SIFTER
CLARICE CLIFF, CIRCA 1933

SAROUK FEREGHAN CARPET
WEST PERSIA, CIRCA LATE 19TH CENTURY

Sold for $19,375 (£12,110)
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Sold for £6,500 ($10,400)

ART NOUVEAU 18 KARAT YELLOW
GOLD AND ENAMEL BRACELET
BAPST ET FALIZE

Sold for $36,250 (£22,660)

18 KARAT YELLOW GOLD AND ENAMEL
'TABATIÉRE' CONTAINING WATCH
RL & C

Sold for $43,750 (£27,345)
AUCTION RECORD

FREEMAN’S
FINE JEWELRY & WATCHES
November 05, 2012

18 KARAT YELLOW GOLD KASHMIR
SAPPHIRE AND DIAMOND RING
Sold for $92,500 (£57,810)
IMPRESSIVE PLATINUM, YELLOW GOLD,
RUBY AND DIAMOND NECKLACE
CARTIER, 1940s, LONDON

Sold for $68,500 (£42,810)
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Autumn 2012 Highlights
RICHARD POUSETTE-DART
(AMERICAN 1916-1992)

UNTITLED
FROM ‘STRATA’ SERIES

Sold for $302,500 (£189,060)

FREEMAN’S
MODERN & CONTEMPORARY ART
November 04, 2012

CLEMENT MEADMORE
(AUSTRALIAN 1929-2005)

‘CROSS CURRENT’
Sold for $98,500 (£61,560)

November

PHILIP GUSTON
(AMERICAN 1913-1980)

UNTITLED (FORIO CITYSCAPE)
Sold for $40,625 (£25,390)

AN 18CT WHITE GOLD
MOUNTED DIAMOND
SINGLE-STONE RING
Sold for £18,125 ($29,000)

ALEX KATZ
(AMERICAN B. 1927)

‘FIVE WOMEN (STUDY FOR
TIMES SQUARE MURAL)’
Sold for $74,500 (£45,560)
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FAVRILE ‘AQUAMARINE’
PAPERWEIGHT VASE
TIFFANY STUDIOS, NEW YORK, NY,
EARLY 20TH CENTURY

Sold for $26,250 (£16,410)

FREEMAN’S
AMERICAN FURNITURE,
FOLK & DECORATIVE ARTS
November 13, 2012

FEDERAL CARVED MAHOGANY
TESTER BEDSTEAD
CHARLESTON, SC, CIRCA 1815

Sold for $26,250 (£16,410)

FREEMAN’S
HISTORIC MUHLENBERG
PROPERTY
November 14, 2012

MANUSCRIPT MATERIAL

MUHLENBERG, GENERAL PETER

(General Orders & C.) (White Marsh, Pa.,
etc.), May 26, 1777-November 3, 1777.
Sold for $98,500 (£61,560)
AUCTION RECORD

RARE 'GRAND DIVISION' COLOR OF
THE EIGHTH VIRGINIA REGIMENT
1776-1779

Sold for $422,500 (£264,060)
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Autumn/Winter 2012 Highlights
LARGE SET OF STERLING
SILVER PLATES
J. E. CALDWELL & CO.,
PHILADELPHIA, PA

Sold for $16,250 (£10,160)

FINE FRENCH 18K YELLOW AND ROSE
GOLD ROYAL PRESENTATION
CIGARETTE CASE WITH SAPPHIRE
CABOCHON CLASP
CHARLES HOLL FOR CARTIER, PARIS, 1920s

Sold for $9,375 (£5,860)

FREEMAN’S
SILVER & OBJETS DE VERTU
NOVEMBER 19, 2012

November
LYON & TURNBULL
SILVER & JEWELLERY
November 27 & 28, 2012

A SCARCE EARLY 20TH CENTURY
MINIATURE TRAVEL CLOCK/
PHOTOGRAPH FRAME
CARTIER

Sold for £4,750 ($7,600)

A FRENCH TWO-COLOUR GOLD
BRACELET
FRED

Sold for £4,125 ($6,600)

A CONTEMPORARY FANCY
YELLOW AND COLOURLESS
DIAMOND SET NECKLACE
Sold for £17,500 ($28,000)
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XENIA HAUSNER
(AUSTRIAN B. 1951)

SPAR
Sold for £67,250 ($107,600)

LYON & TURNBULL
FINE PAINTINGS
November 29, 2012

FRANCIS CAMPBELL BOILEAU
CADELL R.S.A., R.S.W
(SCOTTISH 1883-1937)

MISS DON WAUCHOPE'S ROBE
Sold for £241,250 ($386,000)

WILLEM KOEKKOEK
(DUTCH 1839-1895)

VIEW OF AMSTERDAM IN WINTER
Sold for £121,250 ($194,000)
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Winter 2012 Highlights
GEORGE WILLIAM SOTTER
(AMERICAN 1879-1953)

‘THE NEIGHBORS’
Sold for $62,500 (£39,060)

December
FREEMAN’S
FINE AMERICAN & EUROPEAN
PAINTINGS & SCULPTURE
December 02, 2012

CARL CLEMENS MORITZ RUNGIUS
(AMERICAN 1869-1959)

GRIZZLY BEAR
Sold for $230,500 (£144,060)

ASHER BROWN DURAND
(AMERICAN 1796-1886)

LANDSCAPE
Sold for $386,500 (£241,560)
AUCTION RECORD
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CHINESE HUANGHUALI SIDE
TABLE
MING DYNASTY, 17TH CENTURY

Sold for £19,200 ($30,720)

LYON & TURNBULL
FINE ASIAN ARTS
December 05, 2012
QI BASHI
CHINESE (1864-1957)

CRABS
Sold for £67,250
($107,600)

FINE PAIR OF CHINESE SILVER
FILIGREE FANS, WITH EUROPEAN
SILVERED AND GILT BRONZE
STANDS
Sold for £15,000 ($24,000)
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Affairs to Remember
An evening of art at
august 20, 2012
Lyon & Turnbull joined forces with Scottish interiors and clothing company ANTA for an evening of art, music and tartan! The event,
held in their new flagship store on Edinburgh’s prestigious George Street, launched ANTA’s Autumn/Winter Collection alongside
highlights from Lyon & Turnbull’s Scottish Contemporary Art auction. Campbell Armour took to the tartan ‘rostrum’ for the evening’s
charity auction to raise funds for the Edinburgh Centre for Neuro-oncology.

Guests enjoy an Edinburgh Gin cocktail while viewing a selection
of Contemporary art.

Campbell Armour, of Lyon & Turnbull, takes to the innovative
rostrum!

A group of young, local musicians provided music to dance
the night away.

Leslie Hunter: A Life in Colour at the Fleming Collection
october 22, 2012

Images: Duncan Soar Photography

Lyon & Turnbull were delighted to sponsor a major exhibition of works by the Scottish Colourist painter Leslie Hunter (1877-1931),
covering his life in San Francisco, Scotland, France and Italy. The exhibition opened with a private view at The Fleming Collection’s
Berkeley Street gallery last October.

Geoff Richards, James Holloway and Sir Peter Middleton.

Leslie Hunter: A Life in Colour on display at the Fleming Collection’s
London premises.

Emily Walsh and guests enjoying the evening.

Postcards for Sick Kids 2012
november 01, 2012

Images: James Robertson Photography

Nearly 200 artists produced specially commissioned postcard-sized artworks to be sold to support the work of the
Sick Kids Friends Foundation and their work at the Royal Hospital for Sick Children in Edinburgh. The atmosphere on
the opening night, kindly sponsored by Drambuie and Barclays Wealth, was electric as art lovers battled for the their favourite pieces,
raising over £50,000 by the end.

Eager buyers gather in the saleroom before being unleashed into
the gallery for the main event.
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David Reith, chairman of Lindsay’s and SKFF, talks about the work
of the Sick Kids Friends Foundation.

Just a few of the 220 postcard-sized works on sale.

Affairs to Remember
Main Line Antiques Show
november 17, 2012

Images © Susan Scovill.

This year, Freeman’s was privileged to sponsor the lecture, Past and Present: In Your Own Style, for attendees of the Main Line Antiques
Show at the Radnor Valley Country Club. The show represents the culmination of shifting perspectives of antiquities and material
culture. Once again, Opening Night Party Sponsors and Honorary Chairs of the Show were Mrs. J. Maxwell ‘Betty’ Moran and
Mrs. S. Mathews V. Hamilton, Jr.

Kathy Bajus, Jeff Groff and Barbara Fentress.

Jean Yarnall, Honorary Chair, Anne Hamilton, Franny and Franny
Abbott and Lorraine Sterling.

Roberta Hollingshead, Bill Haines and Katie Guild.

Gen Peter Muhlenberg's Revolutionary War Flag Unveiled
october 12, 2012

Images © Cotton Puryear, Virginia National
Guard Public Affairs

Woodstock has long honored its history as the site of Muhlenberg's infamous farewell sermon and the subsequent creation of his
command, the 8th Virginia Regiment. Freeman's unveiled his 'Grand Division' Color of the 8th Virginia in Woodstock's Court Square last
fall. Former Secretary of the Army John O. Marsh, Jr. and retired Brig. Gen. Theodore G Shuey, Jr, former commander of the 116th IBCT,
and Col. J. Craig Nannos, AUS (Ret) provided remarks during the event.

The 116th Brigade Combat Team escorted
their ancestral color to the ceremony.

Former Secretary of the Army John O. Marsh made opening remarks.

Re-enactors assist in the unveiling of the Flag.

Royal Oak Lecture Series
2012
Last fall, Freeman’s continued its support of the Royal Oak Foundation lectures and receptions in Boston, Philadelphia, Washington D.C.,
Atlanta and New Orleans. The well attended season included notable authors, curators, designers and historians from Sally Bedell Smith,
Leslie Lingner and Lady Henrietta Spencer Churchill to Jeremy Musson and Clive Aslet. We hope you can join us for the spring series.

Clive Aslet signing his new book, An Era of Elegance: The
Edwardian Country House from 1890 to 1939, for guests.

A sold-out audience for Clive Aslet at Philadelphia’s Union League
Club.

David Barquist, Letitia Roberts, Rosalinda R. Madara, and
Sam Freeman enjoying the cocktail reception.
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112th ANNUAL STUDENT EXHIBITION
MAY 10 - JUNE 2, 2013

Photo: Barbara Katus

VIEW AND PURCHASE ORIGINAL AND UNIQUE ARTWORK BY PAFA STUDENTS ON THE
VERGE OF THEIR PROFESSIONAL CAREERS.
Once again, PAFA has transformed its campus into the ultimate gallery with over 1,000
works of art by BFA students, third- and fourth-year Certificate program students, and
MFA degree candidates.
Visit PAFA’s Samuel M.V. Hamilton Building to discover the brightest new talent in America.
WOMEN’S BOARD PREVIEW PARTY, May 9, 2013, 4 - 8:30 p.m.
For tickets or information contact 215-972-0550.
128 N. BROAD STREET, PHILADELPHIA, PA 19102

SEE FOR YOURSELF

PAFA.ORG

Spring Preview

40 Years of St Andrews Fine Art

Jewellery & Silver

Fine Asian Art

Fine Antiques & Works of Art English & Continental Furniture &
Decorative Arts Rare Books, Maps & Manuscripts
Posters & Other Graphics Scottish Contemporary Paintings &
Post-War Art

American Furniture, Folk & Decorative Arts

Silver & Objets de Vertu Rare Books, Maps, Manuscripts &
Photographs Modern & Contemporary Art
Fine Jewelry & Watches American Art & Pennsylvania Impressionists
European Art & Old Masters Photographs & Photobooks
Above:
ALBERTO MORROCCO O.B.E., R.S.A., R.S.W.
(SCOTTISH 1917-1998)

STILL LIFE WITH MARROW AND GOURDS
Signed, oil on canvas
£8,000-12,000 ($12,800-19,200)
To be offered in the Scottish Contemporary & Post-War Art
sale at Lyon & Turnbull on April 17
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40 Years of St Andrews Fine Art
The Complete Collection February 13, 2013 Edinburgh

F

ORTY YEARS is undoubtedly a long time in the infamously
fickle art world. Such longevity demands a good eye, an
impeccable sense of timing, a generous dose of luck and,
perhaps most importantly of all, the loyalty of collectors both
public and in the trade. Few galleries have generated the level of
support that St Andrews Fine Art enjoyed over the course of its
history. Proprietors Jim and Margaret Carruthers inspired the
trust and confidence of their clientele; assisting with the
development of collections and orchestrating the happy
resolution of many artists’ estates. Simultaneously, they took
great pleasure from promoting and nurturing the careers of up
and coming artists.
Lyon & Turnbull took the opportunity to chat to Jim and
Margaret about their career highlights and to explore their
thoughts on the evolving Scottish art market.

You’ve worked in the art world for many years. Where and how
would you say your interest in art began and how did this
develop into a career path?
We were fortunate to become involved in the art market in the
early 1970s at something of a low point when the best Scottish
art was available very reasonably. Our business grew with the
increasing public interest over the past forty years. Our
qualifications were not directly in Fine Art but we were able to
learn and develop as we went along, enjoying making such a rich
source of work available to an interested general public.

What was the ethos behind St Andrew’s Fine Art and did this
evolve as the business went from strength to strength?
Our ethos was to provide the widest possible range of Scottish
artist’s works, covering a period of roughly 200 years. There is
such a wealth of natural Scottish talent, both traditional and
modern, much of which was under-appreciated or unknown to
the public, and it became fun to show minor as well as major
examples side by side.

You witnessed a boom in the Scottish art market during the
course of the gallery’s history. How do you feel the market has
changed over the last few decades?
The biggest change over the period is the greater interest in
modern and contemporary artists. There remains a strong
interest in the best of the traditional work but the current vogue
is certainly towards the modern. Clients have also become much
more self-confident and follow their natural inclinations in their
taste for ‘the new’.

Your exhibitions were a varied mixture of the Traditional and
the Modern. It was also your habit to represent artist’s
sketches and drawings alongside fully worked up paintings.
Why was this important to you?
We have always been drawn to sketches and minor works, as
much for the freedom of handling artists seem to have on a less

WALLER HUGH PATON R.S.A., R.S.W.
(SCOTTISH 1828-1895)
SUMMER EVENING, PENLESTER,
ARRAN
Signed and dated 1875, signed canvas
verso, oil on canvas
71cm x 123cm (28in x 48.5in)

£15,000-20,000 ($24,000-32,000)
SPECIALISTS
Nick Curnow
+44 (0)131 557 8844
nick.curnow@lyonandturnbull.com
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Charlotte Riordan
+44 (0)131 557 8844
charlotte.riordan@lyonandturnbull.com

formal basis as for their accessibility to the average
collector. Over the years we were fortunate enough to
acquire many wonderful collections by artists such as Sir
James Caw, John Aubrey, Charles McCall, Pat
Douthwaite, William Johnstone and Sir William
McTaggart. Perhaps most notably we handled George
Leslie Hunter’s sketch books, formerly owned by Dr T. J.
Honeyman, several of which feature in this sale.

You championed a number of contemporary artists over
the years, some of whom are represented in this sale.
Whose work particularly drew you and why?
We were fortunate to become friendly with a number of
artists and it was informative to see them develop their
work. We have great memories of many including Joe
McIntyre, Laurie Forrester, Ethel Walker and John
Mackie, with whom we spent many happy evenings. We
accompanied Donald McIntyre on painting trips to Isla,
Arran, Buchan and Wales. This originated from an
occasion when he was browsing in the gallery and
Margaret recognised him. A treasured friendship with
him and his wife Lauren was to develop.

JOHN HOUSTON R.S.A., O.B.E. (SCOTTISH 1930-2008)
BEACH, TROUVILLE
Signed, and dated ‘79 oil on board
25.5cm x 25.5cm (10in x 10in)

£2,000-3,000 ($3,200-4,800)

Your large bi-annual exhibitions were hugely popular and
usually quite an event. This must leave you with some
fantastic memories?
The gallery has a small frontage, low ceilings and many ‘nooks
and crannies’ but somehow at exhibitions we squeezed in up to
600 pictures, floor to ceiling. More Royal Academy than
Charles Saatchi! Exhibition openings were always frantic affairs,
none more so than in 1991 when our guest of honour Dr. James
McIntosh Patrick performed the opening, regaling the crowd,
who were queuing round the block, from a soap box at the
gallery door!
The main thing was that we had many regular clients who
would travel a distance for our events. Though the exhibition
set ups could be exhausting we were carried along by the good
will and enthusiasm of our clients for both the gallery and the
Scottish art we represented.

What will you miss the most about the industry now you have
closed the gallery’s doors and will art continue to play an
important role in your life?

GEORGE LESLIE HUNTER (SCOTTISH 1879-1931)
INTERIOR WITH FIGURE (STILL LIFE VERSO)
Oil on canvas
55cm x 46cm (21.5in x 18in)

£30,000-50,000 ($48,000-80,000)

Obviously we miss the day to day contact and the input
(whether approving or not!) of so many clients. I’m afraid a love
of art is something of a life sentence! We look forward to
seeing many of the great exhibitions which are staged these
days and would like to find some time to research a few of the
more obscure Scottish artists, or specific works in particular.
We will always simply be grateful to the artists whose legacy
we have been involved with over the last forty years.
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An Unmistakable Message
Jewellery & Silver March 13 & July 10, 2013 Edinburgh

J

EWELLERY IS NOT just a finishing touch to an outfit but a
powerful means of expression, enabling the wearer to make
strong statements on their religious or political view without
saying a word. The women campaigning for suffrage in Britain
pre-WWI were masters in their use of jewellery as a tool for
potent political expression (Goring, Elizabeth, Wearing the
colours, 2008).

period. By 1906, the WSPU had become well-known for their
extreme line – often resulting to arson, vandalism and hungerstrikes to promote their cause – all covered extensively by the
national press. In 1908 the government passed The Public
Meeting Act, ‘to prevent disturbance of Public Meetings’ that
effectively made the disruptive ‘Deeds not Words’ of the WSPU
illegal.

The Women’s Social and Political Union (WSPU) was founded in
1903 by Emmeline Pankhurst and took a more militant view on
the campaign for women’s suffrage than other groups from the

Support for the WSPU had swelled over the years, something
that did not cease even after the threat of arrest and
imprisonment. In the same year as The Public Meeting Act was

AN EDWARDIAN ‘SUFFRAGETTE’
AMETHYST AND ENAMEL
BROOCH/PENDANT
£2,000-3,000 ($3,200-4,800)

SPECIALISTS
Trevor Kyle (Jewellery)
+44 (0)131 557 8844
trevor.kyle@lyonandturnbull.com
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Colin Fraser (Silver)
+44 (0)131 557 8844
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Samuel M Freeman II
+1 267.414.1200
beaufreeman@freemansauction.com

Madeline Corcoran McCauley
+1 267.414.1227
mmccauley@freemansauction.com

Reproduced by kind permission of the Trustees of the National Library of Scotland

The WSPU Edinburgh March, Princes Street 10 October, 1909.

‘Purple … is the royal colour … it stands for the royal blood that
flows in the veins of every suffragette, the instinct of freedom and
dignity… white stands for purity in private and public life … green
is the colour of hope and the emblem of spring.’

passed, the group devised an innovative way for supporters to
show their allegiance by developing ‘corporate’ colours – purple
(for dignity), white (for purity) and green (for hope). It did not
take long for the colours to take hold and in June of 1908 30,000
women displayed their colours in a demonstration in London’s
Hyde Park – thought to have been watched by up to half a
million spectators – a dramatic scene in purple, white and green.
This demonstration marked the beginning of a remarkable and
persistent campaign for women’s suffrage that continued until
the outbreak of war in 1914, at which point the members of
the WSPU vowed to concentrate on the war effort. In 1918
women over 30 were granted the vote, with the voting age
dropping to 21 years old in 1928. Over time the symbolism of the
colours became less important than their instantly recognisable
association with the cause, the bearer of a piece of jewellery, like
the brooch/pendant shown opposite, was expressing a
unmistakable political message to all those around her.
If you are drawn to amethysts of a slightly different fashion
there is another dramatic piece in the March sale – the large
rectangular cut amethyst shown above is set in a high quality
gold frame with enamel details and comes in a fitted box.

A LARGE EDWARDIAN AMETHYST BROOCH
£2,500-4,000 ($4,000-6,400)
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The Tiger Continues to Roar
Fine Asian Art March 16, 2013 Philadelphia June 12, 2013 Edinburgh

I

NTERNATIONAL INTEREST AND DEMAND for Asian works
of art remains undiminished. A study by Artprice, a global art
market information database, notes that the Chinese fine arts
auction market is now the largest in the world. Despite some
claims that it has reached a plateau, the number of collectors is
growing, and quality pieces still fetch top prices.
Today, following the past decade’s growing interest in this
market, both Freeman’s and Lyon & Turnbull’s Fine Asian Works
of Art departments continue to deliver strong results in an
increasingly competitive environment, where fine and rare pieces
are particularly sought after. First on the
schedule in 2013, Freeman’s will offer
nearly 600 lots at its upcoming
Spring Asian Art sale on March 16,
with Lyon & Turnbull to follow on
June 12. Encompassing a diverse
selection of medium, subject
matter, style and technique, the
sales should appeal to collectors
in a broad worldwide market.
Included are Chinese works of art
from the early dynasties to the
Republic period, giving
buyers the opportunity
to acquire a variety of
works that span
more than 1,000
years of Chinese
history.

FINE AND LARGE CHINESE GILDED AND STONE APPLIED
WHITE JADE BODHISATTVA
LATE 19TH CENTURY

$30,000-50,000 (£18,750-31,250)

FINE SINO-TIBETAN LACQUERED AND
GILDED BRONZE BODHISATTVA
17TH/18TH CENTURY

$40,000-60,000 (£25,000-37,500)
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Among the most important pieces to be offered at Freeman’s
is a famille rose miniature square vase that bears a Qianlong
(1711-1799) mark but dates to the Republic period in the first
half of the 20th century. Exquisitely enameled, it rivals the
work of the Qianlong imperial workshops. In Lyon & Turnbull’s
December Asian Works of Art sale a fine turquoise ground
famille rose covered censor, dating to the late Qing/early
Republic period sold for £27,500 ($46,700). While Qianlong
imperial wares have always been in demand, Republic period
porcelain of this quality increasingly achieves high prices at
auction, an example of the changing nature of the Chinese
market.
Interest in jade continues to be high. Notable among the jade
lots on offer in Philadelphia is a 19th-century Chinese white
jade Bodhisattva with gilt and applied stone decoration, from
the Estate of Charles H. Royston. Prized for the quality of the
jade and the expensive gilding technique, it has an auction
estimate of $30,000-50,000 (£18,750-31,250). Colour and
craftsmanship are always determining factors when it comes
to jade articles. Lyon & Turnbull recently sold a fine celadon
and russet jade vase, its luminous surface covered with carved
bats and prunus blossoms, for £16,250 ($27,625).

CHINESE FAMILLE ROSE TURQUOISE
GROUND COVERED BOX
LATE QING DYNASTY

Sold for £28,160 ($45,050)

Yongle (1360-1424) mark, and a rare set of five Sino-Tibetan gilt
bronze Bodhisattva, estimated at $40,000-60,000 (£25,00037,500) and $10,000-15,000 (£6,250-9,375) respectively.

Also popular in today’s market are gilt bronze Buddhist
statues. Freeman’s presents a fine selection in March
including a large Sino-Tibetan figure of Shakyamuni with a

All eyes continue to look East as the demand for works of
outstanding quality and provenance drive prices higher as the
market shifts and changes. The Asian Works of Art departments
at Freeman’s and Lyon & Turnbull are positioned to respond to
the demand and their Spring 2013 sales will not disappoint the
collector, whether a novice beginner or connoisseur.

FINE CHINESE FAMILLE ROSE
MINIATURE SQUARE VASE
QIANLONG MARK, REPUBLIC PERIOD

H: 4 in.
$50,000-70,000 (£31,250-43,750)

GOOD CHINESE CARVED CELADON
AND RUSSET JADE VASE
QING DYNASTY, EARLY 19TH CENTURY

Sold for £16,640 ($26,625)

SPECIALISTS
Richard Cervantes
+1 267.414.1219
rcervantes@freemansauction.com

Tianhan Gao
+1 267.414.1218
tgao@freemansauction.com

Lee Young
+44 (0)131 557 8844
lee.young@lyonandturnbull.com

Douglas Girton
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douglas.girton@lyonandturnbull.com
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Objects with a ‘Beating Heart’
Fine Antiques & Works of Art March 26, 2013 Edinburgh
English & Continental Furniture & Decorative Arts May 21, 2013 Philadelphia
EW OBJECTS touch our daily lives as regularly and ubiquitously as clocks. They
are often there, unobtrusively ticking in the background through life’s events: they
wake us, measure our day, and tell us when it is time for bed. They can be our friends,
when we have ‘all the time in the world’, or our enemy when we are ‘racing against the
clock’. From the earliest water-driven clocks of the ancient Greeks to the atomic clocks
of today, man has strived to develop accurate methods of measuring time in an effort
to provide order and structure to life. Advancements and refinements in the
clockmaker’s art in the 18th and 19th centuries has lead to this period being considered
the apogee in the production of fine timepieces, with the well-known makers of the
day still considered to be masters of their art. Fine examples from this ‘golden age’ of
clockmaking are to be offered for sale in both Philadelphia and Edinburgh this Spring.

F

A rare long case regulator clock made by the French horologist Jean-Francois Henri
Motel (1786-1859) made circa 1845, will be one of the star lots in Freeman’s May 2013
English & Continental Furniture and Decorative Arts sale. Regulators are designed to
be highly precise and use separate movements for each of the hands to improve their
accuracy. This exceptional timepiece, from the collection of noted author and Harvard
University Emeritus Professor of Economics David S. Landes, is a one of the finest
examples of Henri Motel’s work to come on the market in recent years. Landes, a
collector and scholar on the subject, is author of Revolution in Time: Clocks and the
Making of the Modern World, a study of the history of horology. Purchased by Landes in
Zurich in 1984, this fine and rare longcase regulator is one of only a handful known to
have been made by Motel.
Trained under the renowned French clockmaker Louis Berthoud, Henri Motel went on
to become renowned for the extreme precision and quality of his own clocks and is

J.F. HENRI MOTEL (FRENCH, 1786-1859)
LONG-CASE REGULATOR
CIRCA 1850, PARIS

$100,000-150,000 (£62,500-93,750)
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WILLIAM & MARY REPOUSSÉ BRASS
MOUNTED EBONY STRIKING
BRACKET CLOCK
GEORGE ETHERINGTON, LONDON,
CIRCA 1690

£12,000-18,000 ($19,200-28,800)

considered a master of the marine chronometer. Throughout his career, Motel
continuously experimented with various techniques to improve his work and was twice
awarded a gold medal at the Paris Exhibition. In this example by Motel, the movement
uses a Graham deadbeat escapement and an impressive Ellicott style lever
compensation pendulum, developed by the British clockmaker John Ellicott in the 18th
century and favored by French clockmakers. Standing at an imposing 84 inches
(213cm), the clock has a silvered dial with radial Roman numerals and blued steel
hands in the manner of Brequet. The case is ebonized and gilt-painted with a central
glazed door with similar doors to the sides. While marine chronometers and other
smaller timepieces by Motel have come to auction, a regulator of such quality is an
exceptional rarity and will certainly command much attention.
Lyon & Turnbull’s Fine Antiques sale on the March 26, 2013 will also offer noteworthy
clocks, these from the collection of the late Basil Hodson, a British businessman who
over the course of thirty years owned approximately 200 clocks and watches. While
an antiques enthusiast in general, his real passion lay with clocks, which he viewed as
animated, ‘living’ things where craftsmanship could be demonstrated in action. He
specialized in the work of 17th and 18th century London makers including well-known
names like Fromanteel, Ethington, Bowyer and Knibb, all of whom are represented in
the sale. A true collector, he spent most weekends travelling and meeting other
enthusiasts and dealers to develop his knowledge and search out clocks to buy – a
welcome diversion from running the family concrete products business. Despite his
passion, Hodson applied a business-like approach to the improvement and quality of
his collection, strategically exchanging and selling clocks to acquire better examples
and became a familiar face amongst the horological fraternity, many of whom became
friends. His final purchase before his death in 1996, a wall clock by E. Dent & Co.
London, also in the sale, he considered to be a ‘proper’ clock made to do a job, a fitting
illustration of his approach to collecting.
Spanning one hundred and fifty years, from the late 17th century to the middle of the
19th century, these clocks attest to the remarkable skill of each clockmaker. With the
turn of a key, they will continue to mark off the minutes and hours as they have since
their works were first put into motion, mechanical objects with a ‘beating’ heart.

SPECIALISTS
Lee Young
+44 (0)131 557 8844
lee.young@lyonandturnbull.com

Douglas Girton
+44 (0)131 557 8844
douglas.girton@lyonandturnbull.com

CHARLES II EBONY STRIKING LONGCASE CLOCK
JOHANNES (JOHN) FROMANTEEL, LONDON CIRCA 1670

£30,000-50,000 ($48,000-80,000)
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Mt. St. Alphonsus Collection
Rare Books, Maps & Manuscripts April 04, 2013 Philadelphia

T

HE EARLIEST PRINTED BOOKS have invariably excited the
deepest interest of book lovers in and of all ages. The history
of these books, known as ‘incunabula’ and embracing the first
product of Gutenberg’s press in Mainz, Germany (his famous
42 line Bible of circa 1455), all the way to the varied and even
practical products of European presses, spreading rapidly into
the early 16th century, [1500], traces both the infancy and first
maturation of the printed word.
The term ‘incunabula’ itself reflects this history. Derived from the
Latin ‘cunae,’ meaning cradle, the term evokes the image of
printing in its infancy. Although once distained, the Englishlanguage forms, ‘incunable’ or ‘incunables,’ for the Latin singular,
‘incunabulum’ and plural, ‘incunabula,’ are now, almost entirely,
welcome.
The vast majority of early printed books were of a Christian
religious nature, a smaller but significant number entailed
the putting into print of those few works of the ancient
classical Greek and Roman world which had survived in
manuscript (hand-written) copies. Works of vernacular poetry

and literature, natural history, science, or technology were rarely
produced.
Among the numerous early printed books to be offered in
Freeman’s Rare Books, Manuscripts & Maps April 4 sale, many
from the Mt. St. Alphonsus Collection, including about a dozen
15th-century examples, Albertus Magnus’s famous early treatise
on mineralogy, Alberti magni philosephorum maximi de
mineralibus…, Augsburg, Germany, 1519, vividly represents the
reawakening of Europe’s interest in the natural world, and as a
material object, a printed book just beginning to emerge from its
technological and stylistic infancy, and likely to excite auction
bidding.
Even as late as the 17th century, printing was dominated by the
production of Christian religious works. Our April sale includes
numerous examples of important first editions of 17th century,
English-language poetry and drama – works by John Milton, John
Donne, Andrew Marvell, John Webster and others; and also by
many first editions of those 20th-century poets so deeply
influenced by their 17th-century predecessors – Ezra Pound, T.S.
Eliot, Wallace Stevens and many others.

ANDREW MARVELL
Miscellaneous Poems
First Edition, tall copy.
London, 1681.
$5,000-8,000
(£3,125-5,000)

SPECIALISTS
David Bloom
+1 267.414.1246
dbloom@freemansauction.com
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ALBERTUS MAGNUS
De mineralibus
Augsburg, 1519

BRIDGET, SAINT [OF SWEDEN].
Das Puch Der Himlischen Offenbarung [Revelations]
Nuremberg: Anton Koberger for Florian Waldauf, 12th July c1500.

$10,000-15,000 (£6,250-9,375)

$15,000-25,000 (£9,375-15,625)

HIERONYMUS, [SAINT JEROME.]
Epistolae
Basel: Nicolaus Kesler, 1492-97
Estimate upon request
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Range of Graphic Art Techniques
Posters & Other Graphics April 05, 2013 Philadelphia

D

IVAN JAPONAIS is probably the most iconic poster by PostImpressionist artist Henri de Toulouse-Lautrec. A French
painter, printmaker, illustrator and draftsman, he depicted Paris’s
exciting and elegant cultural nightlife during the Bellé Epoque.
This iconic work was executed in 1893 and depicts the wellknown Parisian nightlife spot The Café du Divan which was
frequented by artists, writers and intellectuals of gaslight era
Paris. Montmartre actress Yvette Guilbert and writer Edouard
Dujardin are featured in the foreground of the poster and actress
Jane Avril is shown in the upper left corner wearing her iconic
long black gloves. Divan Japonais clearly shows the influence of
Japan on the West during the late 19th century, reflected here in

the stylized figures in the foreground – and more readily seen in
the furniture and decorations produced in Paris during this time.
This spring, Freeman’s is delighted to offer Divian Japonais along
with many other works in our upcoming Posters & Other
Graphics auction. This new specialized sale showcases prints
and works on paper from the 18th-20th centuries illustrating
much of the range of graphic art techniques; from 18th & 19th
century American historical subjects engraved in copper and
steel; to hand-colored copper engraved natural history, to late
19th century chromolithographic views and color lithographic
posters.

TOULOUSE LAUTREC
Divan Japonaise
$20,000-30,000 (£12,750-18,750)

SPECIALISTS
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dbloom@freemansauction.com
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Affordable, Stylish & Unique
Saturday 6th April and 20th July at 10am
at 33 Broughton Place, Edinburgh EH1 3RR.
Our new series of Interiors sales offer an affordable and stylish mixture of decorative objects, pictures and works of art for
your home, reflecting the current zeitgeist for the eclectic and the individual! The sales will be on view for two days
preceding the auction, including an evening view on Thursdays. As an added treat, for everyone who registers for this sale we
will give you free coffee from our cafe, run by

EDINBURGH

GLASGOW

LONDON

. We hope to see you there!

WWW.LYONANDTURNBULL.COM

For more information and our fully illustrated online catalogues, please call 0131 557 8844 or visit our website.
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Jane MacAllister-Justin Dukes

Art Collection
& Archive

Scottish Contemporary & Post-War Art April 17, 2013 Edinburgh

ANE MACALLISTER was firstly assistant and then Deputy Artistic Director of The Richard
Demarco Gallery during the heady years of great creativity in the 1980s. She made Richard’s
ideas and vision work, and communicated this to an ever expanding Scottish and International
audience. It was the era when they brought many of the heavyweight artists, critics and curators
of the world to Edinburgh during the Festival, transforming the City’s image from that of often the
mediocre to excellence.

J

In 1990 she married Justin Dukes, who had been the youngest joint Managing Director of the FT
Group and was then the founding Managing Director of Channel 4. With Justin’s sudden death in
2008, Jane is now devoting her time to their two children and a new career; hence the sale of the
Collection.
The collection consists of over 150 paintings, works on paper, prints, posters and sculptures,
some personally gifted or autographed, all of which reflect the energy and range of the Demarco
Gallery’s activities, and represent a unique record of the exhibition programme during this period.
Local heroes include works by Byrne, Crozier, Demarco, Douthwaite, Hamilton Finlay, Hanson,
Howson, Knox, McCann, McNeish, Wyllie and Yule. The internationalists include works by Beuys,
Christo, Calonder, Flanagan, Hambling, Neagu, Newcomb, Rabinowitch, Swan and Uecker.
The archive is even more extraordinary and contains many rare brochures, catalogues, leaflets
and letters, some personally inscribed. But the star lot is the 104 letters written to Jane between
1981 and 1995 by the renowned poet George Mackay Brown. These are a personal dialogue
between Jane MacAllister and Mackay Brown and offer a unique record of the gallery’s history of
which there is no equal.
At a personal level, I well remember Richard introducing me to Hans Albert Peters, who was then
Director of the Kunstmuseum in Dusseldorf, at ‘Demarcation’, held at the Edinburgh College of
Art in the early 1980s. This resulted in the sale of the major Ian Hamilton Finlay sculpture, ‘Nine
Columns’, the first of several pieces I sold to German Museums during this period. As a
competitor, colleague and friend, I shall never forget Richard and Jane’s generosity.
This very important collection and archive, of major importance to the Scottish Nation, is a unique
cultural record of the latter part of the 20th century. Because of its significance as a study and research
resource, Lyon & Turnbull are offering the complete collection and archive for private treaty sale by
negotiation so as to maintain the collection and archive as one. Otherwise it will be auctioned in
multiple lots as part of Lyon & Turnbull’s Scottish Contemporary & Post-War Art sale on April 17, 2013.
William Jackson
Proprietor and Managing Director of Aitken Dott,
Edinburgh, 1975-1992
January 2013

JOSEPH BEUYS

PAUL NEAGU

(GERMAN 1921-1986)

(ROMANIAN 1938-2004)

ROYAL HYPHEN
Wood and metal construction
(detail)
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THE SCOTTISH SYMPHONY/CELTIC
KINLOCH RANNOCH
Signed and dated 1970, 39/200
Series of photographs
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History of Paper, People & Places
American Furniture, Folk & Decorative Arts April 17, 2013 Philadelphia

Y THE TIME Freeman’s opened in 1805, one of America’s
first paper mills had been in business for almost two decades
on the Brandywine Creek. The Gilpin Paper-Mill, established by
two Philadelphia Quaker brothers, Joshua and Thomas Gilpin in
1787, was renowned for instituting the most recent European
advances in paper manufacturing. It remained in the Gilpin
family until it was sold in 1837. Freeman’s will offer a rare and
early watercolor and ink view of this historic mill. Almost as
noteworthy as the mill itself are the personal histories of the
artist, Martin Rosienkiewicz (Polish/American 1792-1847), as
well as the first recipient of this drawing, Dr. Hugh Lenox Hodge.
A former professor at Poland’s Lyceum of Krzemieniec,
Rosienkiewicz arrived in Philadelphia in 1834, an exile following
the unsuccessful Polish November Uprising against Russia in
1830. At that time, religious and political leaders in Philadelphia
displayed great sympathy and support for these exiles. The
publisher Mathew Carey established a committee to care for
them and supported Rosienkiewicz in writing the first American
book printed in Polish, Dialogues to Facilitate the Acquisition of the
English Language by the Polish Emigrants. For a brief time he ran a
Polish school in Philadelphia and then taught drawing and
painting at the Philadelphia High School for Young Ladies. In the
collection of The Library Company of Philadelphia there is a
Rosienkiewicz lithograph published by Lehman & Duval (1837)

showing this school on Spruce
Street on the block known as
‘Portico Square.’ He died ten
years later in Cincinnati.
Dr. Hodge (1796-1873) was a
legendary Philadelphia physician,
lecturer and Professor of
Obstetrics at the University of
Pennsylvania. He began as a
substitute lecturer in 1821 in
anatomy and retired in 1863. A
founding editor of the North
American Medical and Surgical
Dr. Hugh Lenox Hodge
Journal, Hodge pioneered
obstetric techniques and instruments, publishing the acclaimed,
Principles and Practices of Obstetrics in 1864. Rosienkiewicz’s
wonderful picture is known as a ‘presentation drawing’ and is
aptly titled, ‘Paper-Mill on Brandywine (Wilmington, Del.) taken
from nature and respectfully presented to Dr. H.L. Hodge,
Philadelphia, 1838.’
This work bears great historical significance to the Philadelphia
area. Yet, in a broader sense, it can be seen as a metaphor for
our young country’s growing place in the world. It represents
Philadelphia welcoming a new immigrant to the community; a
city where medical discoveries and
achievements were valued and honored; a
place where entrepreneurial endeavor was
possible and rewarded. All of this in one
framed auction lot – ready to begin a new
chapter in its history.

MARTIN ROSIENKIEWICZ
(POLISH/AMERICAN 1792-1847)

A presentation drawing ‘Paper-Mill on
Brandywine (Wilmington, Del. 1838,’ watercolor
and ink on paper, framed.
$8,000-12,000 (£5,000-7,500)
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Historic Design & Utility

Silver from the
British Isles

Silver & Objets de Vertu April 18, 2013 Philadelphia

T

HE ELIZABETHAN ERA was considered a golden age in the
history of England – a time of colonial expansion and
prosperity that saw music, literature, and the arts flourish.
This April, a small, tangible piece of that history will be available
when Freeman’s offers a seal-top spoon from 1602-3, the last
year of Queen Elizabeth I’s reign. This early example is struck
with the mark of William Cawdell (circa 1560-1625). He was
apprenticed to Patrick Brue, one of the most important
spoonmakers of the period. Almost immediately, Cawdell had
obtained his freedom and began to take apprentices of his own,
and by 1599 his business was rapidly expanding. Twenty years
later, he had risen to the rank of Warden of the Goldsmiths’
Company and became a major trade supplier in the early
17th century.

ELIZABETH I SEAL-TOP SPOON
WILLIAM CAWDELL, LONDON, 1602-3

$2,000-3,000 (£1,250-1,875)

Over two hundred years later, silver from the British Isles
continued to impress. The Regency era, in particular, was a
period of growth in the development of taste in the arts. Lasting
from 1811 to 1820, Regency design is largely Neoclassical in
concept, although Chinese, Egyptian, Gothic, and ``Rococo
styles are found.
This April sale will also include an outstanding silver part tea
service from 1817-18 by Dublin silversmith William Nowlan that
incorporates the use of Rococo repoussé and chased decoration
in the teapot and open sugar bowl. Figural handles and spouts
and an array of asymmetrical shell, scroll, and floral motifs mirror
a style which had reached its peak in Ireland in the 1760s.

FINE ELIZABETH II SILVER-GILT FLATWARE SERVICE
C. J. VANDER LTD., 1970-71

$10,000-15,000 (£6,250-9,375)

The Rococo naturalism of the 18th and early 19th centuries also
inspired Victorian silversmiths. For the Great Exhibition of 1851,
Frances Higgins designed the ‘Chased and Pierced Vine’ pattern
in which tendrils and leaves bearing grape bunches form the
handles. Following World War II, the firm of C. J. Vander began
to produce hand-forged flatware from dies which had belonged
to Higgins. While this naturalistic treatment had generally been
confined to dessert services, ladles, and novel types such as
caddy spoons, C. J. Vander produced a splendid service for
sixteen, capturing a historic design and bringing it into the
modern era.
From a historic British golden age of centuries past to
the present, these elegant pieces continue to
capture the eye and enhance our lives with their
distinctive design and bright, enduring beauty.

IRISH REGENCY SILVER PART TEA SERVICE
WILLIAM NOWLAN, DUBLIN, 1817-18

$1,500-2,500 (£940-1,560)
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Milestones of English Literature
The Collection of the late Bruce Ritchie
Rare Books, Maps, Manuscripts & Photographs April 24, 2013 Edinburgh
“I’ve known very few people as kind, as learned, as civilised as Bruce.
He taught my son Oliver at Merchant Taylors’ forty years ago and
many pupils remember him fondly. The world is poorer without him.”
Tom Stoppard

B

RUCE RITCHIE (1942-2012) always liked to describe himself as an ‘Old Chalkie’, and, in truth, he was a teacher of the old school.
His first teaching post at Merchant Taylors’ gave him access to the London booksellers with a number of whom he soon became a
good friend. He also regularly attended sales. Book buying was not limited to London and Scotland, where he later worked and lived,
with regular visits to other parts of the UK. No overseas holiday was complete without visits to the local bookshops.

He was not particularly well-off and the collection that he assembled over the past forty years is even more remarkable for being
funded from his earnings as a teacher, demonstrating what can be done with knowledge, modest means and taste. An early purchase
had even used a whole month’s salary. In later years, his book buying budget was his ‘Acquisition Fund’, earmarked for increasing his
book collection. His pleasure in buying through auctions led him to direct that, after his death, his collection should be auctioned so that
others could have the same fun as he had in building it up.
The collection focuses mainly on English literature of the 18th and 20th
centuries, although there is a comprehensive collection of Charles
Dickens. While the major 18th century novels from Gulliver’s Travels to Tom
Jones are all there, the collection’s main strength is in the publications of
Alexander Pope, including first editions of The Rape of the Lock, The Essay
on Man, the translation of Homer, and many other of Pope’s writings.
Leaping forward to the 20th century, by way of Wilde, Beardsley, and
others, the collection has substantial holdings of the poets of the 20th
century including Yeats (with numerous volumes from the Cuala Press),
Eliot, Auden, MacNeice, Graves, Larkin, Dylan Thomas, Betjeman and, in
particular, Seamus Heaney. Most of the major novels of the century are
present including the works of James Joyce, George Orwell, Hemingway,
Kingsley Amis, Evelyn Waugh, William Golding, Anthony Burgess, and
Ray Bradbury. Other novelists, of which there are substantial holdings,
include Muriel Spark, Simon Raven, Michael Frayn, and many others.
There is also a large collection of works by Tom Stoppard.
Bruce was fastidious about condition. He delighted in association and
presentation copies. Contemporary authors were assiduously sought out
at the Edinburgh Book Festival for their signature. The sale offers a major
opportunity for collectors to acquire fine copies of many of the milestones
of English literature.

SPECIALISTS
Simon Vickers
+44 (0)131 557 8844
simon.vickers@lyonandturnbull.com
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David Bloom
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A Shining

MAQBOOL FIDA HUSAIN
(INDIAN 1915-2011)
‘PEACOCK’
Signed upper right, oil on canvas
Executed 1961-2
36 x 17 1/2 in. (91.4 x 44.5cm)
PROVENANCE:

Central Cottage Industries Emporium,
Indian Cooperative Union Ltd., New
Delhi.
Purchased from the above by Mr. and
Mrs. Paul Grimes, New York in 1962.
The Estate of Paul and Miriam Grimes,
New York, New York and Elkins Park,
Pennsylvania.
$50,000-80,000 (£31,250-50,000)
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Star of India:
M.F. Husain & Peacock
Modern & Contemporary Art May 05, 2013 Philadelphia

F

REEMAN’S JUMPED at the chance when recently given the
opportunity to appraise and offer for auction a painting by
renowned Indian artist, M.F. Husain (1915-2011). Kept in a private
collection for the past fifty years after it was purchased directly
from one of the artist’s representatives in New Delhi, Peacock had
been unknown to historians and collectors who, in recent years,
have been snapping up works by this important modern Indian
artist. Indeed, Husain has enjoyed such popularity in recent years
that the magazine, Art + Auction, featured in its December 2012
issue an article, ‘The Late M.F. Husain, Already an Icon of Indian
Art, Becomes a Market Darling.’ It revealed his prodigious work
ethic – some experts estimate he may have completed two
paintings a day over his fifty-year career – yet his paintings are
well-sought after, with an auction record in excess of $1.5 million
(set in 2008). Employing a colorful, Modernist style to address
Indian themes and deities, Husain’s works were appealing to
American art collectors and business travelers visiting India in
the 1950s and 1960s, and found their way into several important
American and European collections. Since the artist’s death,
the article also points out that “since his passing, Husain’s
market has broadened and demand has increased” for these
historically important and visually beautiful paintings and
drawings.
Blending brightly colored hues with earthy tones, Peacock reflects
the contrasting colors of day-to-day life in India. Depicting
several blocky heads at the bottom of the work and an organic,
gestural peacock rising in the center, this painting is a
representative example of Husain’s experimental integration of
the principles of Expressionism with a quasi-Cubist surface
treatment of the figural busts (without actually breaking up the
picture plane). Stylistically, this work is characteristic of his
artistic practice in the early 1960s following a phase in the 1950s
when the main subject was images of a rural idyll, and preceding
his engagement with narrative and India’s major epics the
Mahabharata and Ramayana in the late 1960s and beyond. As
the peacock in the painting is monochromatic, abstract, and a bit
hidden, the title calls attention to the contrast between it and
the colorful range at the bottom of the painting.

SPECIALISTS
Anne Henry
+1 267.414.1220
ahenry@freemansauction.com

Aimee Pflieger
+1 267.414.1221
apflieger@freemansauction.com

Born Maqbool Fida Husain in Pandharpur, Maharashtra, India, he
was a founding member of Bombay’s Progressive Artists Group,
established on the cusp of independence from Britain in 1947.
During the following decade, he became one of India’s leading
art stars. He did so equally with his prolific paintings and
charismatic, eccentric personality – he was known to travel
around India in impeccably tailored suits, but barefoot. One of
his most celebrated artistic achievements is a blending of Folk
and Modern (especially Cubist) traditions, but his engagement
and experimentation with Expressionism, alongside other
Modern idioms, has gotten less critical attention. This dimension
is especially interesting because it was a major trend among
several of India’s other leading artists, and it became an
important marker of Modernism in Indian art of the 1950s and
60s, especially among artists who were focused intellectually on
existentialism.
There were few commercial galleries in India during that time. In
spite of this, Husain’s work was widely exhibited all over India
and by the early 1960s, in Europe and the United States. Kumar
Gallery was established in New Delhi in the 1950s, and held a
solo show of Husain’s work in 1961. The bill of sale marking the
provenance of Peacock is from the Central Cottage Industries
Emporium (CCIE) and is rare as well as historically interesting.
Created by the Government of India in 1948, the mission of CCIE
was to preserve and share Indian craftsmanship. Its central
branch, which is the largest, remains at the New Delhi location
where this work was sold. Even at this early date, CCIE showed
and sold artworks, and Peacock could have been consigned
directly through the artist or passed through the Kumar Gallery.
It is a superb painting by one of mid-century India’s true, artistic
giants, representing a unique melding of traditional Indian culture
and contemporary life with its emergence from a complex and
lengthy colonial past.
We are grateful to Beth Citron for her contribution to much of this
article. She is a New York-based art historian and critic who
completed her dissertation on Contemporary Art in Bombay
1965-1995.

Nick Curnow
Charlotte Riordan
+44 (0)131 557 8844
+44 (0)131 557 8844
nick.curnow@lyonandturnbull.com charlotte.riordan@lyonandturnbull.com
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Exquisite & Important Timepieces
Fine Jewelry & Watches May 06, 2013 Philadelphia

T

HAT DID IT: I WAS SMITTEN – caught by the combination of mechanical
ingenuity, craftsmanship, artistry and elegance. Coming from a utilitarian
culture, I could not get over the talent and time that must have gone into the
making of these objects – the devotion that expressed itself in painstaking
finish, even in normally invisible details.” So described avid horologist and
collector, David Landes in his preface to Revolution in Time, as he described one
of his early acquisitions at auction – an American pocket watch (offered in the
collection) inscribed in memory of The Great San Francisco Earthquake. When
compared to other items in his collection, it is a relatively unimportant work.
However, it marked the beginning of his decade’s long quest for rare and
unique timepieces.
“

GENTLEMAN’S 18 KARAT YELLOW GOLD OPEN-FACED,
MINUTE REPEATING SPLIT SECOND POCKET WATCH
PATEK PHILIPPE, RETAILED BY TIFFANY & CO.

Freeman’s Fine Jewelry and Watches Department is pleased to offer a large
selection from The Timepiece Collection of David S. Landes. Landes, a Coolidge
Professor of History and Economics Emeritus at Harvard University, and author
of Revolution in Time, an in-depth and superlative look at the history and
measure of time. His work has been praised by historians such as Niall
Ferguson and The New York Times’ Charles R. Morris, who dubbed him, “one of
our best historians of industry and technology.” Other best-selling works by
Landes include The Wealth and Poverty of Nations, Dynasties, and The Unbound
Prometheus.

$15,000-20,000 (£9,375-12,500)

GENTLEMAN’S 18 KARAT YELLOW GOLD DOUBLE-CASED, QUARTER
REPEATING POCKET WATCH

GENTLEMAN’S 18 KARAT YELLOW GOLD OPEN-FACED, QUARTER
REPEATING POCKET WATCH

SAM ATKINS, LONDON, ENGLAND

BREGUET ET FILS

Case depicting Herculean mythological scene

$10,000-15,000 (£6,250-9,375)

$4,000-6,000 (£2,500-3,750)
SPECIALISTS
Samuel M Freeman II
+1 267.414.1200
beaufreeman@freemansauction.com
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Trevor Kyle
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The David S. Landes Collection
Timepiece and antique collectors alike will find themselves ‘smitten’ as well with
this extensive collection. One such devotee, Freeman’s Jewelry Department
Specialist, Madeline Corcoran McCauley, finds herself quite taken with a rare,
highly enameled, pocket watch by Les deux Frères Huaut, ca. 1686 (estimate
$20,000-30,000/£12,500-18,750), depicting an ‘Adoration of the Magi’ scene,
most likely after the Flemish Baroque master artist Peter Paul Rubens’ paintings of
the subject. McCauley lauds, “Not only is the movement of the watch signed
Benjamin Arlaud of the Dutch Arlaud family of watchmakers and artists from the
late 18th century, the case is completely finished by Les deux Frères Huaut,
enameled both outside and in, with the face displaying a touching scene of the
Madonna and Child.” Some of the finest examples of painting on enamel came
from the Geneva School of horology, and works by the two brothers, Jean Pierre
and Ami Huaut are rare, as they collaborated only from the years 1682-1688.
Other highlights from this eclectic collection of over 100 timepieces include
important makers such as Patek Philippe, Breguet et Fils, Francois Jolly, Sam
Atkins, Lepine, Henri Voisin, John Robinson, Paul Ditisheim, Ulysse Nardin, Urban
Jurgensen, and Ferdinand Berthoud. The Landes Collection will be offered as a
dedicated section of Freeman’s May 6 Fine Jewelry and Watches sale and will be
on exhibition in London, Edinburgh and Philadelphia. For more information, please
contact our Jewelry and Watch Department.

UNUSUAL 18 KARAT YELLOW GOLD, HIGHLY
ENAMELED POCKET WATCH
HENRI VOISIN, PARIS, FRANCE

Accompanied by original box
$5,000-7,000 (£3,125-4,375)

WHIMSICAL 18 KARAT YELLOW GOLD AND ENAMEL QUARTER
REPEATING POCKET WATCH
FRANCOIS JOLLY, PARIS, FRANCE, CA. 1780

$10,000-15,000 (£6,250-9,375)

RARE 18 KARAT YELLOW GOLD AND DIAMOND, HIGHLY ENAMELED
POCKET WATCH
Case signed Les Duex Freres Huaut Pintre De Son A.E., movement signed
Benjamin Arlaud, ca. 1686
$20,000-30,000 (£12,500-18,750)
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It Came to Drawing Straws
American Art & Pennsylvania Impressionists June 09, 2013 Philadelphia

HE SIBLINGS didn’t come to blows, but straws had to be
drawn. Christopher ‘Kip’ Forbes, Vice-Chairman of Forbes,
Inc., and a respected, high profile collector of fine art since his
student days at Princeton, recalls the great interest in his late
father’s collection of paintings by Philadelphia artist, Walter
Stuempfig: “The only thing for which my siblings and I had to
draw straws when divvying up the contents of our father’s house
was a painting by Walter Stuempfig. He was one of Pop’s favorite
contemporary artists and we all shared his enthusiasm for
Stuempfig’s brooding canvases. Whether landscape, still life or
figural, Stuempfig’s work evokes a sense of loneliness – a moody
atmosphere not unlike that of the paintings of his fellow
Pennsylvania Academician of the previous century, Thomas
Eakins.”

T

Freeman's is pleased to feature the largest, most comprehensive
group of paintings ever offered by this noted artist. Consigned
from the prestigious Forbes Collection, New York, this eclectic

WALTER STUEMPFIG
(AMERICAN 1914-1970)

'MOTHER AND SON'
Oil on canvas
36 x 30 in. (91.4 x 76.2cm)

$3,000-5,000 (£1,875-3,125)

and important group of 59 oils includes figural works – showing
the influence of the iconic Eakins clearly on display – and
landscapes, depicting scenes along the banks of the Schuylkill
River.
The Forbes Collection, located in the ground floor of Forbes
Media’s headquarters in New York’s Greenwich Village was
initially assembled by the legendary publisher and businessman
Malcolm S. Forbes. Forbes died in 1990 and his son ‘Kip’ Forbes

WALTER STUEMPFIG
(AMERICAN 1914-1970)

'UNDER THE BOARDWALK'
Oil on canvas
26 1/4 x 20 1/4 in. (66.7 x 51.4cm)

$3,000-5,000 (£1,875-3,125)

SPECIALISTS
Alasdair Nichol
+1 267.414.1211
anichol@freemansauction.com
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David Weiss
+1 267.414.1214
dweiss@freemansauction.com

WALTER STUEMPFIG
(AMERICAN 1914-1970)

'STILL LIFE WITH SHELLS'
Oil on canvas
25 1/4 x 30 in. (64.1 x 76.2cm)

$6,000-8,000 (£3,750-5,000)

took up the reigns as steward of the Collection, which is still very
much thriving.
Stuempfig received his formal training at the Pennsylvania
Academy of the Fine Arts, where he enrolled in 1931 at the age of
17 under the instruction of local luminaries Daniel Garber, Henry
McCarter and Francis Speight. In 1948, he joined the PAFA
faculty as an instructor in drawing and composition. Following
extensive travel and study in Europe, he spent the next decade in
Collegeville, Pennsylvania, summering in the shore town of Cape
May, New Jersey. He later purchased a studio in the Philadelphia
section of Chestnut Hill where his prolific output continued with
landscape, still life, interior, and figurative paintings.
His painterly style, so-termed ‘romantic realism,’ fused direct
observation with a sense of solitary ambiance to create a

distinctive, if somewhat somber facture or manner. Stuempfig
garnered numerous prizes and awards, including election as an
Academician of the National Academy of Design. His works
were included in major exhibitions at the Metropolitan Museum
of Art, the DeYoung Memorial Museum, and PAFA, and are also
found in many collections, including the Art Institute of Chicago,
the Corcoran Gallery, and the Whitney Museum of American
Art, along with The Forbes Collection featured here.
Freeman’s holds the distinction of realizing the world record
auction price for a Stuempfig painting, and we have every
expectation that those in the Collection on offer will generate
both strong prices and present astute collectors and institutions
the rare opportunity to acquire new to market works by this
revered Pennsylvania master.

WALTER STUEMPFIG
(AMERICAN 1914-1970)

'STRATHMERE'
Oil on canvas
36 1/4 x 48 1/4 in. (92.1 x 122.5cm)

$6,000-10,000 (£3,750-6,250)
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Complementary Impressionists
American Art & Pennsylvania Impressionists June 09, 2013 Philadelphia

T

HE INAUGURAL STANDALONE American
Art auction at Freeman’s will feature
works by the Pennsylvania Impressionists –
the early 20th century movement that
centered around Bucks County and New
Hope, PA. Freeman’s continues to be the
world leader in this niche market. Our Spring
auction will feature a snowy villagescape by
Fern Isabel Coppedge, a stalwart of any
Freeman’s paintings auction. Snow covered
Bucks County farms and villages depicted in a
painterly and colorful pallete – as in this
example to be offered in the June 9th sale –
are the most celebrated paintings in her
ouevre.

Another highlight on offer in the same
auction, is a Louis Aston Knight landscape
that hung for decades above the fireplace in
the mansion at Historic Batsto Village. The
son of the famed American ex-pat painter
Daniel Ridgway Knight, Louis was born in Paris
and studied with well-known French painters
while perfecting his impressionist palette, en
plein-air manner of working and his oeuvre of
French garden landscapes. Knight became a favorite of two U.S. Presidents, winning medals
at the Paris Salons, and exhibiting at the Levy and Knoedler Galleries in New York. He
painted his popular flower filled vistas in a number of formats; his variations on the
garden/flora theme never strayed into the formulaic. In ‘By the River’ Knight has included as
much attention to detail and optical fidelity, the impressive size not withstanding, as he did in
his cabinet pictures. Originating from a fine private collection, this is one of the larger Louis
Aston Knight canvases to be offered at auction in recent years.

FERN ISABEL COPPEDGE
(AMERICAN 1888-1951)

WINTER ON THE DELAWARE
Signed 'Fern I. Coppedge' bottom right,
oil on canvas
18 x 20 in. (45.7 x 50.8cm)

$40,000-60,000 (£25,000-37,500)

LOUIS ASTON KNIGHT
(AMERICAN 1873-1948)

BY THE RIVER
Signed and inscribed 'Louis Aston
Knight/Paris' bottom left, oil on canvas
59 3/4 x 79 in. (151.8 x 200.7cm)

$30,000-50,000 (£18,750-31,250)
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Take Home a Proven Masterpiece
European Art & Old Masters June 18, 2013 Philadelphia

F

REEMAN’S is pleased to announce the launch of its newest
department: European Art & Old Masters. These sales will include
paintings, drawings, prints and sculpture from the Continent and the
UK, spanning across at least four centuries, from the Renaissance and
Baroque periods, culminating with works from the early 20th century.
Previously included in the Fine Painting and Old Master auctions, the
European sales will be held biannually and provide a specialized
market dedicated solely to all manner of artworks from the Old
Country. A historically resilient area of the art market, these sales
signal Freeman’s continued emergence on the international stage.
Featured in the inaugural June auction are two finely rendered
paintings, each from private collections: Louis Bosworth Hurt’s ‘Braes
at Orchy, Argylshire’ – a traditional Scottish scene replete with
Highland cattle and one of the larger canvases by the famed Royal
Academician to appear on the auction market; and ‘Elegant Woman
with Bonnet in a Landscape’ by Frederick Hendrik Kaemmerer, a
popular Dutch painter who studied with Jean Léon Gérôme and
worked in Holland and Paris. A Salon medalist, his meticulously
painted genre and figural works depicting elegantly dressed figures
appealed to his bourgeois clientele and still resonate with collectors
today.
Whether you are in the market for an elegant continental landscape or
nature morte painting, a fine Italian or Dutch drawing, or a Rembrandt
etching, the June 18 auction will be your opportunity to come home
with a proven masterpiece.

Top:
LOUIS BOSWORTH HURT
(BRITISH 1856-1929)

'BRAES AT ORCHY, ARGYLLSHIRE'
Signed and dated 'Louis B. Hurt 1896' bottom right, oil on canvas
50 x 39 3/4 in. (127 x 101cm)

$25,000-40,000 (£15,625-25,000)

Bottom:
FREDERICK HENDRIK KAEMMERER
(DUTCH 1839-1902)

ELEGANT WOMAN WITH BONNET IN A LANDSCAPE
Signed 'FH KAEMMERER' bottom right, oil on canvas
22 x 15 in. (55.9 x 38.1cm)

$15,000-25,000 (£9,375-15,625)
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Marilyn’s ‘Last Sitting’
Photographs & Photobooks September, 2013 Philadelphia

FTER ALL OF THESE YEARS, she still continues to enchant us. In
June of 1962, Bert Stern was commissioned by Vogue Magazine for
a photo shoot with Marilyn Monroe at the Hotel Bel-Air in Los Angeles.
He took over 2,500 photographs of her over a three-day period, just six
weeks before her suicide. This shoot would become known as the ‘Last
Sitting,’ providing the world with one last, captivating look at Monroe
before her tragic and untimely death.

A

Throughout the shoot, Monroe took on many personas, revealing her
charisma and ability to transform herself into a variety of characters
before the camera. The photographs that resulted from this session
with Stern are a mix of fashion, portrait and nude studies, the first to be
taken since 1949.
After her death, Stern published a monumental book titled Marilyn
Monroe: The Complete Last Sitting which included a large number of the
images taken during the session. Later, a portfolio of ten photographs
was compiled into an editioned portfolio. Although singular images from
the portfolio can often be found at auction, it is unusual to find a
complete set.
The images in the portfolio are excellent examples of photographs taken
during the first day of the shoot when Stern and Monroe were alone
together without the presence of Vogue editors, make-up artists, and
wardrobe assistants. They are hazy and dreamlike, created through the
use of white paper backgrounds and diffused, natural light. The addition
of gauzy, sorbet-colored scarves and jewelry provided Monroe with
props. She draped and wrapped herself with the fabric and alternated
her expressions, making her appear in one image siren-like and in the
next, demure and playful.

BERT STERN
(AMERICAN B. 1929)

‘MARILYN MONROE: THE LAST SITTING’
THE COMPLETE SET OF TEN PHOTOGRAPHS

1962, from the edition of 250. The complete set of ten color coupler
prints accompanied by portfolio case with signed and numbered
colophon.
Each approx. 19 x 19 in. (48.3 x 48.3cm)

Consignments for this auction are invited through June. Please contact
our specialist for more information.

SPECIALIST
Aimee Pflieger
+1 267.414.1221
apflieger@freemansauction.com
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$10,000-15,000 (£6,250-9,375)

Noteworthy: Auction & Department News
Opulence from the Days of the ‘Grand Tour’
This nine-piece silver gilt dressing and travelling set speaks volumes of
the opulence of the early Victorian 'Grand Tour’ era. Made in London in 1845, by
renowned goldsmith John Samuel Hunt of Hunt & Roskell, the silver gilt coronet
fittings, engraved decoration and fine glass bodies reflect a quality and design
that could only be sourced from one of the periods most prestigious firms. Hunt
& Roskell, originally founded by the great silversmith Paul Storr, were held in
immense regard by the upper echelons of Victorian society, upon entering their
Bond St showrooms a visitor commented "we were for the moment quite dazzled
when we emerge into a large room, and find ourselves – so to speak – in a hollow
square of glittering plate. For on all four sides of the room are ... all in silver of the
brightest and best description”. A highlight of Lyon & Turnbull's next Silver &
Jewellery sale, March 13, 2013.
SPECIALIST
Colin Fraser
+44 (0)131 557 8844
colin.fraser@lyonandturnbull.com

From Outsider Artist to Highly Collectible: Bill Traylor’s Purple Cat
Bill Traylor (1854-1949), born into slavery on a plantation near Benton, Alabama,
began drawing in 1939 at the remarkable age of eighty-five. Considered one of
America’s most important self-taught or ‘outsider’ artists of the 20th century, his
pictures depict people, animals and events he experienced in life. Traylor preferred
working with ‘found’ materials such as used paper and cardboard, and simple
implements – pencils, crayons, and poster paint. He created nearly 1,200 works,
among them a framed, gouache and pencil on found paper drawing, The Purple Cat
from around 1940 which Freeman’s is delighted to offer in their sale of American
Furniture, Folk & Decorative Arts on April 17, 2013.
SPECIALIST
Lynda Cain
+1 267.414.1237
lcain@freemansauction.com

BILL TRAYLOR
(1854-1947)

THE PURPLE CAT
circa 1940, gouache and pencil on
found paper, Framed.
$15,000-20,000 (£9,375-12,500)

Full of Character: The Caricatures of John Springs
Lyon & Turnbull's April 6 Interiors sale will feature a collection of over 40 original caricatures by John
Springs. Directly from the artist’s studio, they include a variety of British and American personalities,
sportsmen, members of royalty and politicians, from George Bush and Margaret Thatcher to Sean
Connery and Kate Moss.
During his significant 25 year career, Springs contributed to a wide variety of publications. Notable
titles include The Spectator, Tatler, The Daily Telegraph, Rolling Stone, The New Yorker and GQ. He also
illustrated The Financial Times’ ‘Man in the News’ for over 17 years.
SPECIALIST
Theodora Burrell
+44 (0)131 557 8844
theo.burrell@lyonandturnbull.com
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Noteworthy: Auction & Department News
An Appropriate Memento
It has long been a tradition in shipping that on the launch, and more importantly the naming, of a ship that a gift
is given as an appropriate memento. It is not surprising that nautical themes were common – for the gentlemen
a salver with appropriate engraved inscriptions or perhaps a model of the ship concerned, for ladies the
shipping companies tended to turn to jewellers for inspiration.
The diamonds and rubies in the brooch shown here reflect the colours of Næss Shipping Co. Inc, a company
founded by shipping magnate Erling Dekke Næss in 1957. There is debate in the family as to which ship was
launched at the time of the presentation of this brooch; Næss Favorita or Næss Pride both launched 1961. To be
offered in the Lyon & Turnbull Silver & Jewellery sale on March 13, 2013.
A LARGE EDWARDIAN
AMETHYST BROOCH
£2,500-3,500
($4,000-5,600)

SPECIALIST
Trevor Kyle
+44 131 557 8844
trevor.kyle@lyonandturnbull.com

Freeman’s Go Green
As America’s oldest auction house, we know a thing or two about sustainability. And – in today’s
environmental climate – Freeman’s is always looking for ways to make our Chestnut Street building
greener. This winter, Freeman’s joined the The Energy Co-op, a member-owned company based in
Philadelphia. Our electric energy is now supplied with 99% wind and 1% solar power, allowing us to
reduce our carbon footprint while supporting the local economy. Look for the Energy Co-op logo on our
window as well as on other ‘green’ businesses in and around Philadelphia.

Oriental Rugs, Carpets & Textiles
Highlights of the May Rugs & Carpets sale include a number of large and
classically-design Persian carpets, collectible ethnographic rugs from the Caucasus,
early and Art Deco Chinese rugs and carpets and fine weavings from Turkey
such as the pictured Ladik rug, circa 1800, from Central Anatolia, estimated at
$6,000-8,000 (£3,750-5,000).
SPECIALIST
Richard Cervantes
+1 267.414.1219
rcervantes@freemansauction.com

New Stars of the Antiques Roadshow
Keep your eyes peeled for Lyon & Turnbull’s Head of Asian Art,
Lee Young, and Freeman’s Head of English & Continental
Furniture & Decorative Arts in the latest series of the Antiques
Roadshow. Over the last 35 years the Roadshow, produced in
both the UK and US, has become a firm favourite with viewers
across the world.
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Lee Young

David Walker

SETTLE
IRVING AND CASSON—A. H. DAVENPORT (1914-1974) 1922, EAST CAMBRIDGE, MA
PROVENANCE: Gift of David and Terry Martland in memory of Elizabeth Maginnis

T

HIS YEAR AND NEXT, it’s going to be all about
Massachusetts furniture! Beginning in March, eleven venues
will celebrate and examine the historic and artistic impact that
furniture craftsmen from Boston and the Massachusetts area
had in the United States during the last four hundred years.
Delaware’s Winterthur Museum, Garden and Library will
inaugurate this collaborative effort – Four Centuries of
Massachusetts Furniture – from March 6th to 8th with its ‘The
Sewell C. Biggs Winterthur Furniture Forum: New Perspectives
on Boston Furniture.’ It will be a comprehensive look at the
furniture from that area – a first in over forty years.
Nancy Carlisle will present ‘John Ellis & A. H. Davenport:
Furniture Manufacturing in East Cambridge, Massachusetts,
1850-1900.’ She is a nationally recognized expert in American
material culture, a frequent lecturer, author of numerous articles

Lynda A. Cain, Vice President and Head of Freeman’s
American Furniture, Folk & Decorative Arts
Department, sat down with Nancy Carlisle, Senior
Curator of Collections at Boston’s Historic New
England, for a brief discussion on Boston furniture and
Winterthur Museum’s kick off of the Four Centuries
of Massachusetts Furniture project.

and Cherished Possessions: A New England Legacy (2003) and
co-author of America’s Kitchens (2008). Carlisle has been with
Historic New England, formerly the Society for the Preservation
of New England Antiquities, since 1987.
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ARMCHAIR
1695-1710, BOSTON, MA

Everyone is talking about and eagerly awaiting Winterthur’s Furniture
Forum 2013 and the five exhibitions opening next year investigating
Four Centuries of Massachusetts Furniture. The number of institutions
– eleven – and the number of scholars involved in this project is highly
unusual, isn’t it?

PROVENANCE: Gift of Henry

Francis du Pont, 1958.553

It is unusual to have such a consortium of institutions. The only thing
that I can think of that is similar is what happened in Philadelphia last
year with the Frank Furness project. The collaboration is special. Brock
Jobe, who spearheads the project, has done an amazing job.
So, Nancy, Four Centuries of Massachusetts Furniture, you picked the
tail end?
It is the iconoclast in me! It seems like most studies of Boston furniture
end at 1830. What happened after that? Someone had to do it. It’s a
common misunderstanding that furniture manufacturing had pretty
much left the Boston area after 1850. In fact, in 1880, Boston ranked
fifth in American cities making furniture, after New York, Chicago,
Cincinnati and Philadelphia.
John Ellis, who was he?
We don’t know a great deal about his life, but John Ellis began making
furniture in the small shop tradition and ended up with a
manufacturing facility with 100 employees. He died in 1869 or 1870.
An entrepreneur, he may be the first manufacturer in America to
produce a catalogue of his products using photography. Historic New
England has a copy of this catalog in its collection.

SIDE CHAIR
1808-1812, SAMUEL GRAGG,
BOSTON, MA
PROVENANCE: Museum

Purchase, 1961.132

CHEST OF DRAWERS
1760-1785, BENJAMIN FROTHINGHAM, JR.,
CHARLESTOWN, MA
PROVENANCE: Bequest of Henry Francis du
Pont, 1967.1445
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Did he produce suites of furniture in a variety of styles?
Yes. The catalog shows a wide-variety of styles in the 19th-century taste. He looked to
a national, not just a regional market.
Did he label his furniture?
Not usually. There are a few labeled pieces, but we can also identify his work from the
catalog and a historic house in North Bennington, VT, that is filled with Ellis furniture.
And A. H. Davenport? When did he begin manufacturing?
Davenport began as a bookkeeper with a Boston furniture firm. In 1880, after the
proprietor’s death, he bought the company and named it ‘A. H. Davenport.’ Davenport
produced extremely well-made furniture and worked with some of the most
sophisticated architects of the late 19th century: H.H. Richardson, McKim, Mead and
White, and Ralph Adams Cram. His furniture can be found in many historic houses –
the White House, Glessner House in Chicago, Hill-Stead in Connecticut, even the Iolani
Palace in Honolulu.
So he, too, produced furniture in a variety of styles, to suit every taste. Is this where
the term ‘Davenport’ comes from for sofa?
Possibly. He advertised widely and the word ‘Davenport’ may have become associated
with the many sofas in these ads.

All images ourtesy, Winterthur Museum.

Over the coming months, other curators and scholars affiliated with the Colonial
Society of Massachusetts; Concord Museum; Fuller Craft Museum; Historic Deerfield;
Historic New England; Massachusetts Historical Society; Museum of Fine Arts,
Boston; North Bennet Street School; Old Sturbridge Village, and the Peabody Essex
Museum will join Ms. Carlisle as participants in Four Centuries of Massachusetts
Furniture. With its dedicated website (www.fourcenturies.org), publications,
exhibitions, and programs, this outstanding collaborative effort will spotlight not only
well-crafted utilitarian objects, but also a beautiful and decorative part of American
history.

TEA TABLE
1745-1765, BOSTON, MA
PROVENANCE: Bequest of Henry Francis
du Pont, 1958.2774

TALL CLOCK
1745-1755, BOSTON, MA
PROVENANCE: Gawen Brown, Museum Purchase,

1955.96.3
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Salmon Fishing in the Borders

T

ODAY, WHEN THE CLOCK IS KING, there is an industry,
with its roots in the mists of time, which is still ruled by
the pattern of the seasons and the flow of the tides. The
netting station at Paxton continues to catch wild salmon and
sea trout using the techniques that were in use when the
fisheries were mentioned in the 11th century chronicles of
Coldingham Priory.
The ‘shot’ is rowed in the age old way, by the oarsman
striking out on the river in an arc, letting the net drop into the

PAXTON HOUSE
Situated on the banks of the River Tweed, near Berwick-uponTweed, Paxton House was designed by John and James Adam in
1758. It is perhaps the finest example of an 18th-century
Palladian country house in Britain and contains a pre-eminent
collection of Chippendale furniture.
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water behind the boat, with one end of the rope held on the
bank. He heads for the shore a little way downstream from
where he set off, and the net is pulled in like a giant string
bag, with the hope the fish have not slipped under, or through
the mesh.
In the past the skipper and his crew would spend their
working week, from the middle of February to the end of
October, living in a shiel, next to the fishery, where a kettle
was always on the boil, there were bunks or box-beds for the
men and boys and the knowledge of the river was handed
down.
In the past the catch would be kept in the fish-house, which
was dug into the bank, until a boat came down the river to
take them to salmon company in Berwick. Now the fish go
for sale in Eyemouth, or to the smokery in Kelso from where
they return, neatly sliced and packaged, for sale a few
hundred yards from where they were caught.

The house boasts the single largest purpose-built picture gallery
in any Scottish country house, and today this gallery focuses on
British art from 1760 to 1840, taken from the National Galleries
of Scotland’s collection and containing works by Raeburn, Wilkie
and Lawrence, among others.

There were once dozens of net fisheries on the Lower Tweed,
but now there are only two, working the river between June
and September, keeping alive a tradition which dates back
thousands of years.

As well as art, antiques and architecture, the house also features
eighty acres of gardens, woodland and parkland.

Further information, including evenings when visitors are
invited to help pull in the nets, can be found at
www.paxtonhouse.com or by calling +44 (0)1289 386291.
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November 03, 2012-June 23, 2013, £7 / £5
Scottish National Gallery of Modern Art Two
Sponsored by Dickson Minto
www.nationalgalleries.org

The Scottish Colourist Series

SJ Peploe
T

HE NATIONAL GALLERIES OF SCOTLAND’S Scottish
Colourist Series of exhibitions continues this year with a major
retrospective of the work of S.J. Peploe. Over 100 paintings have
been brought together from public and private collections, many
of which have rarely been displayed in public before. Peploe is
most celebrated for his still lifes, but of equal significance are the
landscapes that he painted throughout his career, usually en plein
air, and at certain periods he also created figure studies of beauty
and significance. He was the eldest and most successful –
commercially and critically – of the Scottish Colourists and it
was his friendship with the others, namely F.C.B. Cadell,
J.D. Fergusson and G.L. Hunter, which bound them together.
Peploe was born in and grew up in Edinburgh. He began his
artistic training in 1891, studying at the Académie Julian in Paris
and attending the Life School of the Royal Scottish Academy. He
made his reputation in the 1900s with exquisite paintings which
capture a sophisticated lifestyle in a manner reminiscent of
Edouard Manet and Dutch Old Masters such as Frans Hals and
Rembrandt van Rijn, as can be seen in The Coffee Pot (top left),
which is one of his most ambitious and important paintings.
In 1910, Peploe moved to Paris, joining Fergusson who had settled
there three years earlier. He spent the next two years
experiencing at first hand the latest developments in French
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painting and was amongst the first British painters to see and
respond to avant-garde work by artists including Picasso,
Matisse and Derain. As a result his own work underwent an
abrupt and dramatic change, apparent in paintings such as
Royan, Charente Inférieure.
Peploe returned to Edinburgh in 1912, where he lived for the rest
of his life. After the outbreak of the First World War he was
declared medically unfit. He embarked on a period of isolated
experimentation, developing a series of startling still lifes, which
are characterised by a pronounced design, tightening of structure
and flattening of depth. He also undertook a prolonged study of
the work of Cézanne.
Between approximately 1918 and 1924 Peploe embarked upon
another series of still lifes in which he obsessively arranged and
re-arranged a cast of props centred first on tulips and later on
roses, in Chinese porcelain vases, surrounded by objects
including fans, books and fruit in compotiers, often set before
draped backgrounds and depicted in a high-key palette, as seen
in Red and Pink Roses, Oranges and Fan (bottom left). Partly due to
the sheer number that he painted and their immediate and
lasting commercial success, these are the works for which
Peploe is most celebrated.
Between 1920 and 1935 Peploe made almost annual trips to Iona
with Cadell and was particularly drawn to the rocks, sands and
views at the North End of the island, as seen in The Green Sea
(top centre). During the 1920s he travelled several times to
France to paint, including to Cassis with Cadell in 1924 and to
the Antibes with Hunter in 1928.
Peploe developed a distinct late style, characterised by a more
sombre palette and rigorous technique, as seen in Still Life with
Plaster Cast (top right). An interest in trees as subject matter

became more pronounced as seen in paintings made in locations
such as Boat of Garten and Rothiemurchus. Peploe died in
Edinburgh on 11 October 1935, by which time he was recognised
as one of Scotland’s most important modern artists.
The National Galleries of Scotland’s Scottish Colourist Series of
exhibitions will conclude later this year (November 30, 2013June 15, 2014) with the first retrospective of the work of J.D.
Fergusson to be held in over fifty years.
Alice Strang, Senior Curator,
Scottish National Gallery of Modern Art
Top left:
THE COFFEE POT
c. 1905
PROVENANCE:

Private collection, courtesy Susannah Pollen Ltd
© The Fine Art Society, London UK / The Bridgeman Art Library
Top centre:
THE GREEN SEA
c. 1920
PROVENANCE:

The Fleming-Wyfold Art Foundation: purchased 1976
© The Fleming-Wyfold Art Foundation / The Bridgeman Art Library
Top right:
STILL LIFE WITH PLASTER CAST
c. 1 931
PROVENANCE:

Scottish National Gallery of Modern Art, Edinburgh: bequeathed by Mr
Kenneth Sanderson 1943
Bottom Left:
RED AND PINK ROSES, ORANGES AND FAN
c. 1924
PROVENANCE:

Private collection
Photography courtesy of Richard Green Gallery, London
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Image courtesy of the artist and 303 Gallery, New York.

All the Right Stuff,
Anthony Elms
Anthony, we understand that
you were chosen to work on the
Whitney show this year in spite
of not having named a single
artist in your proposal. Can you
tell us a bit about what your plan
outlined, and what we can
expect to see in the show?

Anthony Elms, Associate Curator at the Institute of Contemporary
Art in Philadelphia, is one of three curators chosen to organize the
2014 Whitney Biennial. He joined the ICA in 2011 following
several years of creating, curating, and writing about art. On
February 6th, his exhibition White Petals Surround Your Yellow
Heart will open at the ICA. Mr. Elms recently discussed this
exhibition, and other upcoming projects, with Anne Henry, head
of Freeman's Modern and Contemporary Art Department.

I actually can’t. It is simply too
soon. While I may have a certain
mood or angle that I articulated in a proposal, if that mood
doesn’t hold water after a number of visits to artists’ studios and
exhibitions, the plans will change. The artwork always leads the
exhibition, and I haven’t yet done enough studio visits to have a
feel of what is crucial. My attention has often gone toward
printed ephemera and sound in previous projects, which is no
guarantee of where I’ll end up. For example, in general I avoid
figurative work, looking at past shows and projects they are not
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too populated with people or
representations of people, and
yet my upcoming exhibition at
the ICA is almost exclusively
figurative work. Surprising
yourself is the beauty of
working on exhibitions.

Are you at all influenced by this
being the last year that the
Whitney Biennial will be held in the Marcel Breuer building?
How much, if any collaboration will there be with the other two
curators working in the space?
One of the most exciting prospects for me in being involved in the
Whitney Biennial – outside of working with yet more artists – is
the chance to work in the Breuer building. Love? Lust?
Infatuation? Unrequited longing? There is not a strong enough
descriptive to express my feelings for that building. Certainly it is

Image courtesy of the artist and Invisible-Exports.

Image courtesy of the artist.

a difficult space; of course any relationship worth having should
be challenging.

We understand you are an artist in your own right. How does
that perspective inform you in this type of project?

The three of us are committed to the Whitney’s stated goal of
three outside curators bringing three distinct visions. That said,
we also know there are a range of issues and facts for which we
need to be in dialogue and collaboration: programming, artists
list, the catalogue. The process doesn’t allow time for
preplanning. You might say that the Whitney Biennial is a
downhill ski race, during which we are cooking an elaborate three
course meal (ala Julia Child perhaps), avoiding crashing into each
other or any trees in order to arrive at the lodge, where we will
then elegantly ensure the table is ready and set for all guests. Skis
still attached to our feet.

I am trained as an artist, but don’t fool myself that I am working
very diligently to have exhibitions or much of a career on that
path. Simply happy to be in a small show here or there over the
year, and happier still to simply have a small space in which to
make drawings, texts or a random sound piece.

Do you feel the impact of the Occupy Movement when working
on a show with this kind of influence and importance? Has their
critique of this type of event at all affected your curating to
date, and will it be evident at all in the Biennial?
Influences are always hard to suss out. Certainly many of the
artists I am interested in are either active in Occupy, attentive to
Occupy, sympathetic to Occupy or just plain caught in the forces
that Occupy has focused attention on regardless the forms of
their art. The more pertinent question might be, how have the
forces Occupy is protesting affected any curator’s projects to
date, and are these forces evident? Because I don’t know any
artist, curator or writer that has not suffered under current
economic conditions.

I’m attentive to small quirks and corners by which an object takes
on meaning, and always interested in how something is made,

Above left:
KAREN KILIMNIK
KATE MOSS (STILL)
1996, video, 7:01 min.
PROVENANCE: Featured in White Petals Surround Your Heart, opening at
the ICA in February 2013
Above center:
GENESIS BREYER P-ORRIDGE
BLOOD SACRIFICE
2012, high-definition video and box containing a portfolio of prints and
vial of Chanel No. 5 mixed with blood.
Above right:
WARDELL MILAN
NAOMI AND LANDSCAPE #1
2009, chromogenic print
31 x 41 1/8 inches
All works are to be featured in White Petals Surround Your Heart, opening at
the ICA in February 2013.
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and always interested in the thoughts that lead to
how or why an artwork is made to begin with. But
every curator or arts writer or art historian (artist or
not) either is engaged with or should be engaged
with these questions. If not, they are in the wrong
business. Maybe the only way being an artist has
influenced me directly as a writer or curator is in
that I am very reluctant to fix exact meanings on art
works, and suspicious of those who try. Objects are,
after all, slippery things.

How do you see the role of a major biennial show
in comparison to the mega-plex contemporary art
fairs like Art Basel Miami Beach? Did you go to
Miami this year, and what were your impressions?

Courtesy of Murray Guy, New York, and Galerie Gisela Capitain, Cologne.

My attention span is made for looking at a limited
number of things for an extended period of time. I
don’t enjoy going to art fairs, I get too easily
overwhelmed. For some people they are great
things, not me, so I do everything I can not to attend
art fairs. I didn’t go to Miami, and I don’t go to
enough art fairs to have any intelligent opinion of
them or how they might relate to a major biennial
show. That said, I am aware that there are
potentially – but only potentially – very real
economic repercussions for an artist featured
prominently in a biennial.

You’re having a busy winter, with the White Petals
Surround Your Yellow Heart show opening on
February 6th here in Philadelphia at the ICA. Can
you give us a bit of a preview?
The show looks at how adornment – costume,
jewelry, haute couture ornament or even day-to-day
clothing – is active in how we each project our
desire for what we want. Work in the exhibition spans just about
all media. It began as a show about fashion and somehow took a
turn into self-presentation, maybe even to use a loaded word:
narcissism. The idea began with a quote from British novelist J.G.
Ballard: “Fashion: A recognition that nature has endowed us with
one skin too few, and that a fully sentient being should wear its
nervous system externally.”

Since you’ve been here a little over a year now, what’s your take
on the Philadelphia art scene? Is there a sensibility unique to
Philadelphia? What is your take on its dialogue with New York
and beyond?
Perhaps I should explain that I am a touch of a hermit and also a
slow learner. To date, I must admit that I am much more familiar
with Philadelphia record stores and dive bars than the art scene,
this is changing. It takes me quite a while to get into scenes.
What I can say is that I have met many great artists and curators
and musicians in Philadelphia, and reconnected with people living
in Philadelphia that I know from interactions in other places. I’ve
felt a warmness and a curiosity in every encounter. Never having
been one to hunt trends, I can’t speak to any sort of Philadelphia
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ZOE LEONARD
FRONTAL VIEW (GEOFFREY BEENE FASHION SHOW)
1990, black and white photograph
50 x 31 1/8 inches
To be featured in White Petals Surround Your Heart,

opening at the ICA in February 2013.

sensibility. No matter the city, every artist is distinct, and the
more time you spend talking to any one artist, the more you find
where their head and hands meet, how decisions are distinct in
the making. That’s the same in Philadelphia as it is in New York or
in Chicago where I lived and worked for nearly 20 years. Sure,
visibility is a problem for an artist in Philadelphia, but it is for an
artist in New York or anywhere else for that matter, each in a
particular way. The most important dialogue for any artist is not
with another city or art scene, it is with themselves: how to make
their own content. “It ain’t where you from it’s where you at!”.
For more information about the ICA, Mr. Elms’ upcoming
exhibition or their annual benefit this spring please visit
www.icaphila.org
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Happening Near You
Niki de Saint Phalle, the Eric & Jean Cass Gift
until november 16, 2013, glasgow gallery of modern art
Eric and Jean Cass have dedicated over 35 years of their lives to supporting artists. During
this time they have built up an outstanding and very personal collection of over 300 colourful
modern and contemporary works including sculptures, ceramics, drawings, prints and
paintings. Recently, Eric and Jean Cass decided to disperse this outstanding collection to
museums across the UK through the Contemporary Art Society. Eric Cass knew Glasgow
Museums owned works by the late Niki de Saint Phalle, such as GOMA’s mirrored tympanum
and the mirrored entrance, and wished to add their own contribution to the collection.
www.glasgowlife.org.uk

The world of John Bartholomew and Son
until may 7, 2013, national libruary of scotland, edinburgh

The National Library of Scotland's new exhibition tells the story of one of Scotland's most influential
mapmaking firms, John Bartholomew and Son. Visitors will be able to discover the key steps of
Bartholomew's mapmaking process; from the collection and compilation of source material, to the
skilful colourists, to the upside down, back to front world of the copperplate engravers and their
handmade tools. Told though oral history recordings, photographs, tools and some of the unique
manuscript maps from the Bartholomew Archive, this is the fascinating story of a firm who really did
help to put Scotland on the map. Free admission. www.nls.uk

Vikings!

Image © Swedish History Museum

until may 12, 2013,
national museum of scotland, edinburgh
The National Museum of Scotland is the only UK venue for Vikings!, an outstanding exhibition of more
than 500 objects, including jewelry, weapon fragments, carvings, precious metals and household items,
from the world-renowned collections of the Swedish History Museum in Stockholm. Rarely seen outside
Scandinavia, these artefacts show the Vikings in a new and intriguing light. www.nms.ac.uk/vikings

Loïs Mailou Jones
The Museum of Fine Arts Boston will be exhibiting 30 paintings and
drawings by the distinguished, internationally acclaimed graduate of
the School of the Museum of Fine Arts, Loïs Mailou Jones. This
exhibition presents works from every stage of Jones's artistic career,
beginning with her early copies after objects in the Museum's
collections, her teaching career at Howard University, and her
extensive travels to France, Haiti and Africa that shaped her distinctive
vision and contributions to American art. www.mfa.org
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Image © Museum of Fine Arts, Boston.

until october 14, 2013, boston, ma

Happening Near You
Color, Line, Light: from Delacroix to Signac
until may 26, 2013, washington dc

Image © National Gallery of Art.

James T. Dyke, one of the most astute American collectors of 19th- and
20th-century French works on paper, will have some 100 drawings and
watercolors from his collection showcased at The National Gallery of Art this spring. The
collection visually documents the broad development of modern draftsmanship in France,
from Romanticism and Realism through the Impressionists, Nabis, and Neo-Impressionists
and features artists working from 1830 to 1930, including Delacroix, Monet, Degas, Cézanne,
and Signac. This private collection reveals a rich diversity of subjects, styles, and techniques
which developed during this era. www.nga.gov

Edinburgh Book Fair
march 8 & 9, 2013, edinburgh
The Edinburgh Book Fair marks an important union between Britain’s two pre-eminent
booksellers associations; established in 2004, this joint book fair has grown in popularity
and scope over the years and is now one of the key Premier Book Fairs in the country.
Centrally located on the historic Royal Mile between Edinburgh Castle and Holyrood Palace,
split across the Canongate and Dunedin meeting rooms in the Radisson BLU Hotel, this
two-day event is an excellent opportunity to see and possibly even buy a wide selection of
rare, antiquarian and second-hand books, manuscripts, ephemera and artwork from some
of the country’s leading book-dealers. Admission free. www.edinburghbookfair.org

The Paxton Trust Roadshow
march 17, 2013, berwick-upon-tweed
Judith Miller, of the BBC’s Antiques Roadshow, will be joining specialists from the Lyon &
Turnbull team to help raise funds for The Paxton Trust in March. The Paxton Trust aims to
preserve, protect and enhance, for public benefit, Paxton House, its collection and the
estate in which it stands.
Tickets for the event will be priced at £10, with funds going to the Paxton Trust. Each ticket
holder will be entitled to two valuations and limited tour of the house. The tearoom and
shop will be open as well, so why not make a day of it! www.paxtonhouse.co.uk/events

Collective Gallery Fundraising Auction
march 14, 2013, lyon & turnbull, edinburgh
Over 60 artists have donated pieces of work to a major fundraising auction being hosted by
Collective Gallery. From Turner Prize winners to recent graduates, the list celebrates and reflects
the diverse range of artists who have exhibited with the Collective Gallery since it first opened
nearly 30 years ago and those who want to support Collective Gallery's development. Highlights
include work from Martin Boyce, Spencer Finch, Moyna Flannigan, Callum Innes, Claire Barclay
and Jeremy Deller.
For more information contact Jill Brown, Communications Manager on +44 (0)131 220 1260.
auction.collectivegallery.net
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Happening Near You
Institute of Contemporary Art Benefit
april 10, 2013, philadelphia, pa

Image © www.gawker.com.

ICA is honored to pay tribute to Leonard Lauder: a celebrated business leader and philanthropist who, in
addition to his myriad professional accomplishments, is an Emeritus Trustee of the University of
Pennsylvania, and Chairman Emeritus of the Whitney Museum of American Art. Since 2000, his vision has
linked the Whitney Museum's Independent Study Program and ICA through a transformational fellowship
for emerging curators. For over a decade, the Whitney-Lauder Curatorial Fellows program has brought the
brightest young curators to ICA for an intensive experience that has enriched the museum while advancing
their careers in museums, galleries, festivals, and universities all over the world. www.icaphila.org

The 2013 Philadelphia Antiques Show

Founded in 1962, The Philadelphia Antiques Show is one of the longest running antiques
shows in the country. The Show is now recognized as the finest and most prestigious
Show in the United States, offering diverse furnishings and decorative arts for both the
period and modern American home. Experience the finest examples of 17th through
20th century decorative arts, needlework, jewelry and furniture from William & Mary
through Nakashima. Explore important artwork, including Folk, Impressionist, Modernist,
Outsider Art and much more at the 2013 Show. www.thephiladelphiaantiquesshow.org

Devon Horse Show:
“Where champions meet”
Image © www.devonhorseshow.net

may 23-june 2, 2013, devon, pa
Internationally recognized, the Devon Horse Show started in
1896 as a one-day show. It has become the oldest and largest outdoor multibreed competition in the United States. USEF-A rated, and one of the most
exciting events to happen in our area, the show draws top competitors from
around the world to compete in a variety of events. Once again, Freeman’s is
delighted to support Devon’s ‘First Night’ and the Ladies Tea events.
www.devonhorseshow.net

An Evening of Opera
june 6, 2013, edinburgh

The Royal Conservatoire of Scotland is delighted to be working in partnership with Lyon &
Turnbull to present its hugely popular Opera Scenes in Edinburgh for the first time. Guests
will enjoy a selection of opera highlights performed by students of the Alexander Gibson
Opera School – the international opera singers of the future. As well as showcasing young
talent, the concert will raise vital funds for the Royal Conservatoire Scholarship Fund.
To join us for a wonderful summer evening of opera, please contact Angharad Hywel on
0141 270 8277 or email on a.hywel@rcs.ac.uk
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Image © www.philadelphiaantiquesshow.org

april 13-15, 2013, philadelphia, pa

Freeman’s Annual Heckerling
Luncheon Succeeds Again
Freeman’s was delighted to be a major sponsor at the 47th
Annual Heckerling Institute and Conference hosted by the
University of Miami Law School at the Marriott World Center in
Orlando, FL. At this conference, our staff meets and informs
professionals in the trust and estate practice area and a variety
of service providers in the industry. Many of the attendees are in
regular need of valuation or auction services.
During the conference, Freeman’s hosted its annual luncheon
which featured a lecture by Curt DiCamillo - 'James Bond, Aston
Martin & Ben-Hur: Racing Stories from Historic English Houses'.
Mr. DiCamillo is president of The DiCamillo Companion, Ltd. and
a former Executive Director of the National Trust for Scotland
USA Foundation. Mr. DiCamillo also serves on Freeman’s
Advisory Board. This unique lecture offered a close look at how
lions, murder, movies and soaring ambition all mixed within
stunning houses filled with sublime art that are left for us to
marvel at today. Collections from these country houses bring
historically high prices when they come up for auction. Mary
Anne Levin from Key National Trust Company, Delaware, praised
the luncheon: “this was the event of the week for me and I want
to thank Freeman’s for hosting such an informative experience.”.

including Kelly Wright, our regional representative for the New
England area. Freeman’s is delighted to support the council and
looks forward to working with many of the Estate planning
professionals in the area.
As we look at our own history, Freeman’s has enjoyed its share of
great estates with names such as Drexel, Morgan, Wanamaker
and duPont. Should you wish to discuss our full line of services,
we invite you to contact us and look forward to working with you
in 2013.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:
Samuel T. Freeman III
+1 267.414.1222
sfreeman@freemansauction.com
Amy Parenti
+1 267.414.1223
aparenti@freemansauction.com

Later that evening, Freeman’s sponsored the Boston Estate
Planning Council’s cocktail reception. Members of the council
attended the event along with representatives from Freeman’s

Curt DiCamillo, Amy Parenti,
Holen Lewis and Kelly Wright

Attendees listen to Curt DiCamillo while
enjoying lunch.

Sam Freeman
and Curt DiCamillo
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High-value Residential
Property Taxation
BACKGROUND
This year’s Budget announced significant changes to the way in
which UK residential properties worth more than £2 million
(“high-value residential property”) are taxed, aimed at stopping
perceived Stamp Duty Land Tax (SDLT) avoidance through the
use of companies and other entities.

However, owner-occupiers will need to consider carefully
whether the costs of using a structure, including the increased
tax liabilities, are an acceptable price to pay for other
advantages, for example privacy of ownership.

£

Increases in the rate of SDLT on such properties have already
been introduced. Individuals and trustees who acquire such a
property need to pay 7% SDLT, whereas a higher 15% rate
applies where high-value residential properties are acquired by
“non-natural persons” (broadly, companies, partnerships with a
corporate member and collective investment schemes).

Further changes are planned from April 2013. It is proposed that
there will be an Annual Residential Property Tax (ARPT) of up to
£140,000 per year in relation to high-value residential properties
held by non-natural persons, and a Capital Gains Tax (CGT)
charge when such properties held by non-UK resident, nonnatural persons are sold at a gain. HMRC are considering
extending this charge so that it applies to UK resident nonnatural persons as well as non-residents. There has been a
period of consultation over the changes in recent months and
draft legislation for the ARPT was issued on 11 December, 2012.
Draft legislation for the CGT changes is promised in early 2013.
Anyone who owns a high-value residential property via a “nonnatural person” should consider the potential tax impact of the
proposed changes and decide what, if any, action needs to be
taken before the remaining two changes are implemented in
April 2013.
Similarly, anyone planning to purchase a new high-value
residential property should also consider their tax position
carefully.

OWNER-OCCUPIERS

Following the consultation process some relaxations have been
made to the proposals to ensure that they are more closely
targeted towards individuals purchasing or owning property
through structures for their own use or for the use of family
members. This means that the 15% SDLT rate will apply to
purchases of high-value residential properties by non-natural
persons intended for such use, the ARPT will apply on an
ongoing basis and CGT will apply on a disposal of the property
by the non-natural person.

The definition of “non-natural person” has been harmonised
across the three taxes (SDLT, ARPT and CGT) that will apply.
Previously the intention was that the CGT charge would apply to
gains made by a wider range of persons, including trustees, but
this has now been dropped.

Another key change from the earlier proposals is that the new
CGT charge will only apply to any uplift in value of the
property(ies) from 6 April 2013. This rebasing of the value of the
property(ies) mitigates the impact of the CGT proposals for
existing structures.
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It should be noted that existing legislation which can tax UK
resident individuals on capital gains realised on disposal of UK
properties (and other assets) by companies of which they are
direct or indirect shareholders will continue to apply and
property values will not be rebased for these purposes. The
impact of existing legislation should be taken into account when
deciding whether or not to take action in light of the changes to
the taxation of high-value residential property.

BUSINESSES AND INVESTORS

Those who own high-value residential properties through
structures as an investment or as a business should find the
impact of the new changes is reduced as a number of
exemptions have been introduced. The following will be exempt
from the 15% SDLT rate, ARPT and extension of CGT from
summer 2013:
• Property developers. Under the previous proposals property
developers needed to have been trading for at least two years
in order to qualify for exemption from the changes, but this
requirement will be removed from summer 2013.
• Buy to let investors.

• Properties acquired for use of employees, provided the
employee(s) has an interest of less than 5% in the company.
• Farmhouses, where the farmhouse is occupied by a working
farmer tending to the associated farmland.
• Properties held for charitable purposes.

• Properties which are accessible to the general public.
Investors should review their own position carefully and ensure
that any exemptions available are claimed as they are not given
automatically. Relief will be lost if, either, the property is no
longer used for the purpose which qualified for exemption or if
the owner, or an immediate family member, occupies the
property for personal use within three years of acquisition (other
than farmhouses and properties which are open to the general
public).
If the property ceases to qualify for the exemption, the ARPT will
be payable from that point onwards and a further 8% SDLT
charge may apply (to bring the total amount of SDLT payable on
the purchase to 15%, when added to the 7% SDLT which would
have been paid initially).
So, for those affected there is plenty to think about in terms of
these new proposals and the need for clear professional advice
so that action can be taken, if needed, prior to 1 April 2013 is
paramount.
Patricia Mock
Deloitte
8 January 2013

Pall Mall Art Advisors is a leading independent art, antique
appraisal and advisory company operating throughout the
United Kingdom, Europe and the United States.
We provide valuation and management services for
personal, corporate and institutional collections in addition
to providing insurance valuations and advising on the
acquisition and disposal of individual works of art.
To ﬁnd out more about the range of services available
please visit our website or telephone your nearest oﬃce.

UK HEAD OFFICE
Rachel Doerr
78 Pall Mall
London, SW1Y 5ES
+44 (0)845 882 2794
+44 (0)203 159 5425
valuations@pallmallartadvisors.com
Also in Edinburgh, Glasgow & Chester

US HEAD OFFICE
Anita Heriot
503 W. Lancaster Avenue
Wayne, PA 19087
+1 610 254 8400
info@pallmallartadvisors.com
Also in Boston, Charlottesville & Philadelphia

www.pallmallartadvisors.com

Regional News: Wayne/Charlottesville
'Mimosas & Muffins' on the Main Line

Susan Schofield, Katherine Van Dell and
Madeline McCauley.

Please visit our website for the Wayne
office’s spring schedule of exhibitions,
gallery talks and events. We look
forward to celebrating our first
anniversary of this new location with
you in May.

Images © Susan Scovill.

Images © Susan Scovill.

Madeline McCauley and Tara Theune Davis were delighted to host ‘Mimosas & Muffins,’
a private reception and viewing of Fine Jewelry & Watches from the November 5, 2012
auction. The event took place at the most recent addition to the expanding Freeman’s brand,
our Main Line office at Eagle Village in Wayne, Pennsylvania. Guests had the opportunity to
examine and wear the fascinating pieces and discuss their value, quality and provenance.
The intimate gathering and
forthcoming auction proved to be
highlights of the fall season. Freeman's
Chairman and auctioneer, Beau
Freeman, sold 82% of the lots offered
and achieved $1,660,525.

Jen McGowan, Lisa Guillaume and Erin Muhly.

An Event at the Races:
Freeman’s & Montpelier
Undeterred by uncharacteristically cold weather, hundreds of
race fans from Virginia’s Hunt Country, and from across the
region braved the November chill and visited Freeman’s tent
during the 78th annual Montpelier Hunt Races near the Town of
Orange, two hours south of Washington, D.C . Begun in 1934 by
Marion duPont Scott – regarded as America’s First Lady of
Racing – and held at Montpelier, the lifelong home of President
James Madison, it is the premier event on the national
Steeplechase Association’s circuit.

Freeman’s at the 78th annual Montpelier Hunt Races.

Exceptional works of sporting art, including works by British
painters John Emms (1844-1912) and Francis Sartorius (17341804), together with mulled wine and gourmet nibbles, tempted
folks to linger in the Freeman’s tent. The premier finish line
location proved to be a popular place to watch the thundering

final lengths of the race. Vice-President Colin Clarke said, “What
a great opportunity for Freeman’s to partner with this historic
American tradition, and to be able to do it at James Madison’s
Montpelier is very special. We’re looking forward to many years
of corporate sponsorship with this wonderful organization.”

Freeman’s new Charlottesville Office
On January 24, Freeman’s new Charlottesville office was given a proper
welcome with capacity crowds at its inaugural cocktail party and Spring
Preview exhibition. Highlights from the Forbes Collection, part of their June
Fine Art Auction, along with selections from the March Asian and May Fine
Jewelry auctions, were shown to great effect in the expansive contemporary
gallery space. While guests toured the new premises, hors d’oeuvres and
drinks were circulated – including a new signature bourbon cocktail, ‘The
Freeman’. Holen Lewis, Director of Business Development, was “Thrilled to
see so many familiar faces. What was even more exciting was to welcome so
many new faces.” The exhibition ran through the end of January.
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Regional News: Boston/Mountain Brook
The deCordova Sculpture and Museum, Boston
On December 6, for a second year in a row, Freeman's was a proud supporter of the deCordova Sculpture Park & Museum's ArtBasel /
New England Reception. Poolside at Miami's Fontainebleau Hotel, it was an opportunity for artists, gallerists, curators and collectors,
along with friends of deCordova from around the country, to meet and celebrate the New England contemporary art community.

deCordova Trustee Don Stanton, deCordova Director Dennis Kois with
wife Stacey, and Kelly Wright

deCordova Deputy Director Nora Maroulis, guests Steve Harriman, Mary
Harriman, and Stacey Schmidt, and deCordova Trustee Kate James.

‘Hip, Hippo, Hooray’ at the Birmingham Museum
Featuring the first commissioned dinner service in over
100 years, the Birmingham Museum of Art is delighted
to share the unique, amusing, and beautiful porcelain
table service from the collection of Richard Baron
Cohen. It was commissioned from the Royal
Copenhagen Porcelain Manufactory in Denmark and
features two of Cohen's greatest passions – ceramics
and hippopotami.

TRAY
2006

featuring Mara (Zoo d’Amnéville,
Amnéville, France)
PROVENANCE:

Royal Copenhagen Porcelain
Manufactory, Denmark.
The Twinight Collection.

Image courtesy of Cary Norton

Mr. Cohen sent photographer Sarah Louise Galbraith
on a year-long journey around the world to photograph
hippopotami in captivity and in their natural
environment. Following this, porcelain painter Jørgen
Nielsen painted delightful portraits of the hippos on
various pieces of the 144-piece service.
Freeman’s Southeastern Representative, John Jones, is
excited to promote the exhibition of this exquisitely
unique collection. The service will be displayed at the
Birmingham Museum from February 17-June 16, 2013.
This exhibition is made possible in part by the Estate of
Eleanor Kidd and the Alabama State Council on the
Arts. Programming is supported by The Twinight
Collection.

Curator of Decorative Arts, Anne Forschler-Tarrasch, Southeastern Representative,
John Jones, and The R. Hugh Daniel Director, Gail Andrews, discussing the
upcoming events surrounding the exhibition.

Please contact our regional representatives for assistance in consigning, buying or event information:
Boston, MA
Kelly Wright
+1 617.367.3400
kwright@freemansauction.com

Charlottesville, VA
Colin Clarke
+1 434.296.4096
cclarke@freemanssouth.com

Mountain Brook, AL
John C. Jones
+1 205.803.4949
jjones@freemansauction.com

Washington, D.C.
David Weiss
+1 202.412.8345
dweiss@freemansauction.com

Wayne, PA
Katherine Oldiges
+1 610.254.9700
koldiges@freemansauction.com
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Regional News: London
Sparkling St.James’s: Fine Winter Sales Highlights

Guests enjoyed highlights of Lyon & Turnbull’s Fine Winter sales at 88 St. James’s, London, in November 2012.

Developing London team
Ian Peter MacDonald will now lead the London Business
Development team. Ian Peter, a Scottish businessman
currently based in the south, graduated in History of Art from
the University of Aberdeen. He became a wine merchant
before founding Artfolio and then Customworks, specializing
in product distribution for the international museum-store
market. Ian Peter sold his share in Customworks in 2006 and
has since had various business interests in the cultural,
sustainable building and lighting worlds.
Having watched Lyon & Turnbull’s development since its
rebirth in 1999, Ian Peter says “I feel there is real potential for
expanding their brand in the south east of England and
beyond. I am particularly excited at promoting their wellestablished Fine Paintings department with Emily Johnston
and capitalizing on the niche market they have created in
selling private and corporate collections.”
Emily Johnston, previously at Portland Gallery, joined Ian
Peter and the team this February as a consultant picture
specialist for London and the South West. Since graduating
from the University of Edinburgh in 2003 with an MA in
History of Art and English Literature, she has specialised in
British and European art across a number of markets.
CONTACT
Ian Peter MacDonald/Emily Johnston
+44 (0)20 7930 9115
ianpeter.macdonald@lyonandturnbull.com
emily.johnston@lyonandturnbull.com
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ANNAN, THOMAS
Photographs of old closes, streets,
&c. taken 1868-1877.
[c.1878]. one of 40 mounted
carbon print
Sold for £21,250 ($34,000)

Photographs & Photobook
Valuation Day
Freeman’s Photographs & Photobooks specialist, Aimee Pflieger, will be
joining Lyon & Turnbull specialists Simon Vickers and Cathy Marsden
for a valuation day in London this spring. They will be available to
value photographs and photobooks, dating from the earliest mid-19th
century examples to the current contemporary scene, on March 10
and 11 at 78 Pall Mall, London.
To make an appointment or for more information please contact
Cathy Marsden on +44 (0)131 557 8844 or email her at
cathy.marsden@lyonandturnbull.com.

International Auction Calendar
FEBRUARY
13

40 Years of St Andrews Fine Art:
The Complete Collection
Lyon & Turnbull, Edinburgh

13

Estate: Jewelry & Accessories
Freeman’s, Philadelphia

14

Estate: Books & Manuscripts
Freeman’s, Philadelphia

15

Estate: Furniture & Decorative Arts
Freeman’s, Philadelphia

MARCH

SIR TERRY FROST R.A.
(1915-2003)

13

Silver & Jewellery
Lyon & Turnbull, Edinburgh

16

Fine Asian Art
Freeman’s, Philadelphia

26

MOON BLUE
£8,000-10,000
($12,800-16,000)
To be offered on April 17,
Edinburgh

Fine Antiques
Lyon & Turnbull, Edinburgh

APRIL
MAY
04

05

06

17

05

Modern & Contemporary Art
Freeman’s, Philadelphia

Posters & Other Graphics
Freeman’s, Philadelphia

06

Interiors
Lyon & Turnbull, Edinburgh

08

Scottish Contemporary &
Post-War Art
Lyon & Turnbull, Edinburgh

21

American Furniture, Folk &
Decorative Arts
Freeman’s, Philadelphia

22

18

Silver & Objets de Vertu
Freeman’s, Philadelphia

30

24

Rare Books, Maps, Manuscripts &
Photographs
Lyon & Turnbull, Edinburgh

17

JUNE

Rare Books, Maps & Manuscripts
Freeman’s, Philadelphia

09

American Art &
Pennsylvania Impressionists
Freeman’s, Philadelphia

Fine Jewelry & Watches
Freeman’s, Philadelphia

12

Fine Asian Art
Lyon & Turnbull, Edinburgh

Decorative Arts & Design
Lyon & Turnbull, Edinburgh

18

European Art & Old Masters
Freeman’s, Philadelphia

26

Fine Antiques
Lyon & Turnbull, Edinburgh

Fine English & Continental Furniture
& Decorative Arts
Freeman’s, Philadelphia
Oriental Rugs, Carpets & Textiles
Freeman’s, Philadelphia
Fine Paintings
Lyon & Turnbull, Edinburgh

JULY
10

Jewellery & Silver
Lyon & Turnbull, Edinburgh

12

Estate: Jewelry & Accessories
Freeman’s, Philadelphia

13

Estate: Furniture & Decorative Arts
Freeman’s, Philadelphia

20

Interiors
Lyon & Turnbull, Edinburgh

LADY’S WHITE GOLD, PEARL AND DIAMOND
BRACELET
$3,000-5,000 (£1,875-3,125)
To be offered on May 06, Philadelphia
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International Staff Directory
PICTURES, WATERCOLOURS
& PRINTS
Nick Curnow
nick.curnow@lyonandturnbull.com

RUGS & CARPETS
Gavin Strang
gavin.strang@lyonandturnbull.com

ARMS & ARMOUR
John Batty (consultant)
john.batty@lyonandturnbull.com

Charlotte Riordan
charlotte.riordan@lyonandturnbull.com

JEWELLERY, SILVER, COINS
& MEDALS
Trevor Kyle
trevor.kyle@lyonandturnbull.com

RARE BOOKS, MAPS, MANUSCRIPTS &
PHOTOGRAPHS
Simon Vickers
simon.vickers@lyonandturnbull.com

Colin Fraser
colin.fraser@lyonandturnbull.com

Cathy Marsden
cathy.marsden@lyonandturnbull.com

Emily Johnston
emily.johnston@lyonandturnbull.com
OLD MASTERS
Nick Curnow
nick.curnow@lyonandturnbull.com
FURNITURE, CLOCKS &
WORKS OF ART
Douglas Girton
douglas.girton@lyonandturnbull.com
Lee Young
lee.young@lyonandturnbull.com
ASIAN WORKS OF ART
Lee Young
lee.young@lyonandturnbull.com

Ruth Davis
ruth.davis@lyonandturnbull.com
DECORATIVE ARTS & DESIGN
John Mackie
john.mackie@lyonandturnbull.com
EUROPEAN & ASIAN CERAMICS
Douglas Girton
douglas.girton@lyonandturnbull.com

INTERIORS
Theodora Burrell
theo.burrell@lyonandturnbull.com
ENQUIRIES &
COMMISSION BIDS
Tel. +44 (0)131 557 8844
Fax. +44 (0)131 557 8668
info@lyonandturnbull.com

Campbell Armour
campbell.armour@lyonandturnbull.com

Telephone: +44 (0)131 557 8844 – www.lyonandturnbull.com

AMERICAN ART &
PENNSYLVANIA IMPRESSIONISTS
Alasdair Nichol +1 267.414.1211
anichol@freemansauction.com
David Weiss +1 267.414.1214
dweiss@freemansauction.com
EUROPEAN ART & OLD MASTERS
David Weiss +1 267.414.1214
dweiss@freemansauction.com
MODERN & CONTEMPORARY ART
Anne Henry +1 267.414.1220
ahenry@freemansauction.com
Aimee Pflieger +1 267.414.1221
apflieger@freemansauction.com
PHOTOGRAPHS & PHOTOBOOKS
Aimee Pflieger +1 267.414.1221
apflieger@freemansauction.com
JEWELRY & WATCHES
Samuel M Freeman II +1 267.414.1200
beaufreeman@freemansauction.com
Madeline McCauley +1 267.414.1227
mmccauley@freemansauction.com

ASIAN ART
Richard Cervantes +1 267.414.1219
rcervantes@freemansauction.com

ORIENTAL RUGS & CARPETS
Richard Cervantes +1 267.414.1219
rcervantes@freemansauction.com

Tianhan Gao +1 267.414.1218
tgao@freemansauction.com

David Weiss +1 267.414.1214
dweiss@freemansauction.com

AMERICAN FURNITURE,
FOLK & DECORATIVE ART
Lynda A Cain +1 267.414.1237
lcain@freemansauction.com

RARE BOOKS, MAPS & MANUSCRIPTS /
POSTERS & OTHER GRAPHICS
David J Bloom +1 267.414.1246
dbloom@freemansauction.com

Samuel M Freeman II +1 267.414.1200
beaufreeman@freemansauction.com

Kerry-Lee Jeffery +1 267.414.1247
kjeffery@freemansauction.com

ENGLISH & CONTINENTAL FURNITURE
& DECORATIVE ARTS
David Walker +1 267.414.1216
dwalker@freemansauction.com

BIDS DEPARTMENT
Bridgette Bonner +1 267.414.1208
fax: +1 215.599.2240
bbonner@freemansauction.com

Benjamin Fisher +1 267.414.1215
bfisher@freemansauction.com
SILVER & OBJETS DE VERTU
David Walker +1 267.414.1216
dwalker@freemansauction.com

TRUSTS & ESTATES
Samuel T Freeman III +1 267.414.1222
sfreeman@freemansauction.com
Amy Parenti +1 267.414.1223
aparenti@freemansauction.com

Ann Glasscock +1 267.414.1225
aglasscock@freemansauction.com

Main Switchboard +1 215.563.9275 – www.freemansauction.com
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An Everlasting Bond
Ian Gow, Chief Curator at the National Trust for
Scotland, talks to us about the everlasting bond
between Scotland and the USA.

S

Image: © National Trust for Scotland

Image: © National Trust for Scotland

Newhailes House,
East Lothian

Looking towards
the Eisenhower
Apartment,
Culzean Castle

Four-poster bed
from Fyvie Castle.

Ian Gow is the Chief Curator of the National Trust for Scotland
and one of Scotland’s most eminent architectural historians. He
has written extensively on the decorative arts and architecture of
Scotland including several published works: The Scottish
Interior, Scottish Houses and Gardens for the Archives of
Country Life and, most recently, Scotland’s Lost Houses. This
year he will be honored with the NTS Foundation USA Great
Scot Award, at a ceremony in New York in April.
Ian Gow
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The American roots laid down at Culzean Castle in Ayrshire
– the top floor, on a Kennedy family initiative, became the
'National Guest Flat' and was offered to President
Eisenhower after WWII – have proved indispensible to the
ongoing survival of the property. William R. Lindsay of Las
Vegas, Nevada, was so inspired this aspect of Culzean’s
history, and his own childhood memories of Eisenhower
visiting his school, that he made a more than substantial
donation to the NTS, enabling us to fund a major
programme of re-interpretation at Culzean. His gift allowed
us to buy back many items like the original Adam ‘Eating
Room’ chairs, and best of all allowed us to reopen Adam's
oval stair, so a flight goes down, with the sunlight dancing
on the Firth of Clyde through the newly reopened arcades
and windows at the first landing where it divides. Few things
have given me greater pleasure during my NTS career.

Fyvie Castle

Image: © National Trust for Scotland

The traffic has been two way as many of our properties have
strong American roots. At Fyvie, Lord Leith's wife was
American and thus some of her treasured, but engagingly
ordinary, American Victorian furniture has ended up there;
including a four poster bed that dismantles so that the
hangings can be divested in hot American summers, not an
adaptation called for much upon its arrival in Scotland.
Further south in Newhailes, East Lothian, a very rare
sampler from Washington DC hangs in the White Bedroom,
a piece recently gifted by the Georgian mansion’s current
custodian Lady Antonia Dalrymple whose mother was
Virginian.

Image: © National Trust for Scotland

INCE I WAS APPOINTED a curator of the National Trust
for Scotland in 1998, I have spent quite a lot of time in
America. The great number of Scots who have emigrated
there over the centuries have built a strong base for our
thriving NTS US Foundation, based in Boston, a group
crucial to our fundraising. My trips across the Atlantic
mainly involve lectures on what we are doing in Scotland.
One of the most enjoyable was in the beautiful Athenaeum
in Portsmouth, New Hampshire, our local members
supported us most loyally really making this a memorable
evening in a beautiful building.
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Edinburgh EH1 3RR
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Mountain Brook AL 35223
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Tel: +44 (0)141 333 1992
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45 School Street
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Cover:
SIR TERRY FROST (British 1915-2003): UNTITLED. Screenprint
to be offered in the Scottish Contemporary & Post-War Art sale on April 17, 2013.

